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To Sign At Hollowell's
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James Butler And
Leta Hamby Tie
For English Prize

Softball players who are
not regularly enrolled as
members of one of the eight
teams, to play in the
Kiw anis-sponsored
softball
league, are asked to make
themselves available by
signing up at Hollowell's
Drug Store right away, Dr.
Ralph Blazier said this week.
League play will begin as
soon as lights are installed
at Butler stadium which,
Dr. Blazier says is promised
within a Week. Several
teams have full rosters and
are already practising.

Manages Hotel

105 Eighth Grade
Graduates To Get
Diplomas Saturday

Sue Farmer Wins Medal
As Best Butler Musician;
Edsel Nall Gets
Taylor Cup

County Attorney Claustine R. Baker To Deliver

Commencement Address
At Courthouse

James Butler and Leta Hamby, graduating seniors at Butler
High last week, tied for the
Rose Goldnamer English Award
and received $35 cash prizes
each, Supt. C. A. Horn said this
week.
Dickie Gregory won the Citizenship award, a medal; Martha
Sell, the scholarship award, a
medal; Edsel Nall, football capM r s. Josephine Mitchell,
school will run through
tain, the Rumsey Taylor athletic
formerly of Princeton, has
,June 9, with commenceaward, a cup; and Roberta Dalbeen manager of the Hotel
xercises that night. Claszell, the Mary Wilson cheerStephan Foster, Bardstown, the
be held each week-day
Front row, left to right: Jeannette Barnes, Martha Sells, Roberta Deizell, Sherley Vick, leader's cup.
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ency and those not atLou Mitchell received small chell is the daughter of Mr.
Johnson, former Kentucky gov- White, Othie Lee Munsey, Richard Gregory.
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Third row: Edsel Nall, Robert Dale Blackburn, Henry Nesmith, William Beckner, Jimmy cash awards for making woolen and Mrs. H. C. McConnell,
ernor, announced in a wire from
'cipated heavy enrollment
O'Hara,
Gerald Winters, Hoy Nichols, Jack Rene Granstaff, James LaNeave, Douglas Brown, Paul dresses, from Goldnamer's Store. Route 3. She and her daughWashington today that he would
e expense involved in not be a
candidate for nomina- Martin, James Thompson, James Hilton Butler, Clara White, Logan Lowery, Ralph Cash Martin. Miss Tandy won this award last ter, Martha Ann, reside in
tion of a number of new tion to the
year.
Bardstown.
Virginia Bowie Satterfield is not in picture.
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family, including the John
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Black Market In Sugar
Mayor Cash said Tuesday that
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Rotary Club
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day.
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of
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Home From Philippines
the Orphans' Home.
club, was a viii
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Morris Sanford Price, SIC,
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Rose M. Randolph Will
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Club. He now resid
Go To Ward-Belmont
ported. The alarm sounded at 11 bring them to the sale.
Luzon, Philippine Islands the Little Girl Bitten By
Tenn., and is employ
Rose Mitchell Randolph, daugh- o'clock Tuesday night was for a
last year, is on a 90-day furlough
ak Ridge governmen
ter of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Ran- practice run, Mr. Lacey said.
Will Move To St. Louis
visiting his parents, Mr. and Dog Is In Hospital
dolph, Washington street, has
The little daughter of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Coleman Mrs. H. M. Price, Madisonville
been accepted as a student for Two Fredonia Soldiers
and son, Jimmy, spent last week- street. He expects a discharge at Mrs. Garland Robinson, of the
Ward-Belmont School for girls Honorably Discharged
Friendship community was bitend with friends and relatives the end of his furlough.
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ill
in rIarliville for the term of 19ten by a dog several days ago,
will leave
P. R. Holloman,litC, and here. Mrs. Coleman and on will
St. Louis, where she
46-47. Miss Randolph, who was William R. Hamby, 111313C, both leave soon for It, Len* whim
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Keen Johnson Out
Of Senate Race
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Will Meet Here

Veterans At Lexington Making
Poppies For "Poppy Day" Sale

Funds Earmarked
For County Road

Officer Reddick
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13 Girls Show
4-H Club Clothing
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Number 47

Group 1 Bankers
Hold Session Here

Scout Camporee
Set For June 22-23
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Commencement exercises for
105 Eighth Grade graduates of
the Caldwell county schools will
be held in the circuit courtroom here Saturday afternoon,
May 25, starting at 1:30 o'clock,
Edward F. Blackburn, superintendent, said Tuesday. The ,public is invited.
The commencement address
will be delivered by County Attorney Clauscine R. Baker, who
served with the nation's armed
forces overseas. Miss Rosa Beck
will present a reading and two
musical selections are on the
program.
Presentation of diplomas will
be by Superintendent Blackburn.
The graduates are:
Betty June Adams, Charles
Dean Akridge, Milladean Barnes,
Wallace Eugene Beavers, Marcella Blalock, Billie Board, Hilda
Jane Brown, Regena Marlene
Brown, Perry L. Cannon, James
Ivan Cartwright.
Minnie Mae Cartwright, Sara
Crayne, Ray Creek/m.4 James
Arlen Dalton, Lena Elizabeth
Dalton, John T. Darnell, Noel
Ray Davenport, Golden C. Davis,
Doris Earle Dearing.
John A. Dunning, Margaret L.
English, Billy Joe Franklin,
Ruby L. Fuqua, Bettie Gilkey,
Doris Ruth Haile, John Hale, Jr.,
Clara Willadean Hammond, Patrick Hillyard.
Robert Lee Holloman, Billie
G. Holman, Myrtle Belle Horning, John Franklin Hughes,
Robert Keith Hunsaker, Robert
A. Jenkins, Adrain Jewell, Dolly
June Kennedy, Marie Kenneday,
Bonnie Jean King.
Neil Ladd, Nora Dell Lamb,
Cathryn Lewis, W. L. Littlefield,
Kathryn Littlejohn, Mary Elizabeth Lowery, Sally M. Marshall,
Betty Jo Mayes, Josephine McCalister.
William McCaslin, Hazel McIntosh, Letra McNeely, Kenneth
Wayne Menser, James Merrick,
Mamie Mitchell, Billy Ray Moore,
Preston Morris, Jeta Murray,
Wanda Nelson.
Norris Hill Norman, Imogene
Oliver, Norval Lee Oliver, Ola
Mae Oliver, Algie Mae Pidcock,
Louis Pidcock, Jr., Donald Phelps,
Robert T. Phelps, Billy Hugh
P'Pool.
Earl Porter, Wilma Jean
Prince, James Walter Purdy,
Geraline Reece, Wardella Reece,
Mary Ann Riley, Wanda Lee
Riley, Gerald R. Rogers, James
Rowland, Everett G. Ruffin.
Marjorie Sigler, William Sigler, Gurtha Mae Sisk, Franklin
D. Smiley, Bennie Evelyn Smith,
Dorla Dean Stallings, Laura
Louise Storms, Mildred Stromatt,
Burton Strong, Amanda Terrell.
Carolyn E. Thomas, Vera Mae
Thomas, Glenn Thomason, Helen
Louise Thomason, Lacy Marion
Tosh, Mattie Arnella Tosh, Mary
E. Tosh, Reva Towery, Betty Joe
Travis.
Sara Lou Travis, John H.
Traylor, Luretta Marie Traylor,
Frances Louise Vickery, Hilda
Marigold Villines, Richard Wadlington, Thomas James Walker,
Norman Coy Ward, John William White, Lacy Elbert Wigginton, Barbara Williams, J 07
Yandell.

Fred Taylor Confined
To Bed By Illness
The condition of Fred Taylor,
of Princeton Lumber Co., is reported to be improved after an
illness since Sunday. Dr. K. L.
Barnes, attending physician, has
advised that he remain in bed
for an indefinite period.
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Bowles Predicts Hike
In • American Output
Washington, (IP)—An
American economy geared
by 1970 to an annual productive capacity of $400,000,000,000 in goods and services
—twice the peak wartime
output—is foreseen by Chester Bowles.
The stabilization director
sets up this goal in his first
book, "Tomorrow Without
Fear," to be published Mostday.
Saying that sharply accelerated private and government, spending will be
necessary to balance output
with purchases, Bowles predicts that in about 20 years
this will mean "an overage
annual income of about $5,000 for every man and woman who works for a living."
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Pennyrile Postscripts By G. M. P.

fLet's Follow This Example
The city's "crying need for funds"
necessitates a blanket 10 percent increase
,In Louisville realty assessments, Mayor
B. Leland Taylor urged last weekend and,
t the same time, city, county, State and
y development association representaIt
tives met to make plans for a long discussed general reassessment of all real
hproperty in the county, including that in
'Louisville.
The Louisville mayor's suggestion came
after a 10-day statistical check-up and
discussions involving other revenue producing suggestions, and the increases he
if favors would bring $825,000 additional
cash into the city's treasury.
"We are just in such a terrible situation that we must have more money, big
money, to keep the city services going
'until we can get straightened out on the
11" o'er-all proffam" (of reassessment), the
F
mayor declared.
Proof that Louisville is on the right
' track to solve some of her pressing financial needs lies in the naming of a citycounty committee to recommend appraisal
firms willing to undertake reassessment
of all real property in Jefferson county,
Including Louisville. Recommendation
that a private firm of appraisers do this
job was made by County Judge Horace
M. Barker. Judge Barker said this work
to should not be done by the county tax
commissioner's office for "that would put
the Fiscal Court and the City office holders all in the grease".
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The Leader has several times suggestit applies to Princeton. The same thing
should be done for the county, of course;
since there are great and obviously unfair
differences in real estate valuations as
between neighbors, all over the city and
county.
The system in vogue here is downright
disgraceful in that it pertnits some property owners to pay on about 15 percent
of their property's fair taxable value,
while others are assessed as high as 80
percent of their property's worth ...
some giving their possessions in at that
figure, as fixed by the law.
The common practice here, and in many
other places throughout the State, is to
raise the assessment upon property belonging to good citizens who, the board
of supervisors has reason to believe, will
not "kick" too retch at paying more . . .
while letting others escape with the same
old evaluation they have been listing their
property at for years upon years.
When things get so bad they cannot
become any worse, the people usually
make a change for the better, in this
democracy of ours.
The Leader believes this assessment
problem in Princeton has about reached
the point where citizens should find the
courage to effect an improvement, in
order to have all property owners dealt
with alike . .. and more especially to
produce much needed revenue for the city.

Congress Can Make Coal Strike
• Pay Beneficial Dividend
As we pass into the second of two
weeks of truce in the coal strike, most
literate adults have some understanding
of the consequences of that disaster.
It is still too early to estimate how
many hundreds of millions of dollars have
been needlessly lost, as it is impossible
to say how much useful production . . .
which alone can restore our economy to
normal, has been lost forever.
And, it is hard to calculate how many
millions of dollars of the people's savings,
set aside during the war for potential
purchases of needed things when reconversion came, has now been siphoned off
into subsistence buying.
Thinking about this problem prompts
most individuals to vilify John L. Lewis,
immediate cause of the trouble perhaps;
but it goes much deeper than that Labor
leader, so we are letting ourselves off too
easily if we stop in our mental processes
at this point.
Who gave Mr. Lewis his power? Who
elected the Congresses which passed the
laws giving great latitude to Labor but
refusing to place compensating responsibilities upon unions and their chiefs?
Why, we the people!
This newspaper has been advocating
the broadening of the Wagner WageHour Act to impose obligations upon Labor the last six years. Of course, our
voice is weak; but a good many other
papers, large and small, have been hammering at this obvious fault in the law
.. . to no avail. Why? Because too
large a part of Congress is afraid of
Labor; and because the public has had
ed that aa outside firm of appraisers be

called in to survey the tax situation, as
other things to occupy its mind, and
hence has been neglectful.
Too many improvident individuals take
little interest in repairing the roof when
the sun is shining. But now, if Congress
fails, once this coal strike is settled, to
enact legislation balancing Labor's power
with Labor's responsibilities, it will be
a lasting disgrace to our legislative
system.
In Kentucky, yes and close to home,
we know conditions in the mines are so
bad as to well warrant some of the things
for which John L. Lewis is contending.
But establishment of a $70 million fund
for miners' welfare, to be administered
solely by Mr. Lewis and his union, has
outraged the Nation's sense of fairness.
It is likely therefore that this time Mr.
Lewis has made a bad miscalculation; for
it seems certain as this is written that
he and his union, yes, and all organized
Labor, are going to pay a heavy penalty
in restrictive and regulatory legislation.
As we see it, the national reaction to
this coal strike will be the most serious
blow Labor's interests have suffered in
many years. On the other hand, proper
balancing of the Wagner Act can be the
most constructive thing that could happen to American working people and the
Nation as a whole.
Perhaps it is better to suffer the losses
due to the coal strike now than a few
years later. We will recover, tho we will
pay a high price for the strike. But, if
in the long run, we get a reasonable and
balanced curb on the power of Labor
unions, we can feel that the experience
has had real value.
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John E. Young

An Organization By, For,
And About Young Men!

him a home and the privileges of citizenship. Through the Junior Ch
ber of Commerce, young men are given opportunity to do their part
civic service pleasantly and profitably.
YOUNG MEN HAVE A PERSONAL GAIN as well in civic service, e
beyond the knowledge of duty well done. The greater part of a you
man's life is ahead of him. Anything that he does now to train him
and develop his abilities assures him direct returns in the years to corn
BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE of his community is certain to pay dividen
to a young man in later life. Every young man has a "stake" in his co
munity. Whatever he may do to improve his city is an assurance that t
eventual return on his investment will.be greater. The Junior Cham
of Commerce will assist a young man in planning the post-war world.

Consider, Now, The Pasture

CIVIC SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES have been emphasized to a considera
extent herein .. . first, because Junior Chambers of Commerce have do
and will continue to do notable community building work, and second
because every young man has a natural desire to do his part in maki
his city a better place in which to live.
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cial campaign, handled this year fishing last Thursday. Few berless
and say, "What can I do about Grover Cleveland one night
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do NOT fall of interested potential voters
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received good dividends, in more so-called "benefits"
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Elephants and Orchids, in the forces and their families and
a liberal and little book is the best
The retail merchants' Thurs- current Kiwanis Magazine are friends, awakened to a new poli- fact that he is
everyone else have run across on how to
almost
thinks
White
while.
The
well
worth
afternoon
closing
has
day
should be. I'm sorry. It's the for whom.
"caught on" widely around town Elephant piece deals with what
and now courthouse offices, one- a lot of folk may expect about
man service shops, insurance of- 1950, while the Orchid essay
fices, plumbing and roofing con- tells low to get along with your
cerns, service stations and what wife . . . and people in general.
(By W. G. Rogers)
have you also are taking the Both are by Roe Fulkerson. You
TALKING THROUGH MY HAT, by
half-holiday. Maybe that wild- can borrow the mag. from PenLilly Dache, edited by Dorothy Roe
eyed New Dealer who said a nyriler, or any of the other 46
Lewis (Coward-McCann; $2.50).
while back that we'd be work- Princeton Kiwanians.
Though hats whisk in and out
*
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*
ing only four days a week soon
these pages, this is mainly
of
had something.
David hbs applied for a job
about a person and a career un*
*
*
at The Leader and Jackie says
Patsey French, valedictorian of he is gonna get him a paper usually interesting both humanly
the 1946 Cobb High graduating route for the summer. So per- and as Americana. Miss Dache
class, is a new worker at The haps these boys are not wholly (two syllables) was born in
Leader. Patsy is reading proof, disinterested in the newspaper France, but New York gave her
writing personals, filling out business, as I have been led to her opportunity and she grabbed
it with both hands and has had
This is a serious warning to every one of the millio
subscription forms and doing believe.
a whirl ever since.
of home owners over the nation.
other office work. Besides being
*
*
*
The uninformed outsider assoIn your own interest—do two things without dela
highly decorative, she is efPoppy came over to show us
ficient for her tender years and her new pants the other day, ciates her with sequins, big earFirst, determine the value of your home at today's high
inexperience, and we all hope said they were a little too long rings, dinky jewelry and leopard
levels. Second, review the adequacy of your insur
skin. All that glitters is not froth,
she will stick.
protection.
. . but had "pockets every- however, and this is an engag*
*
*
The value of your home Is almost certain to be
where". She does not wear her ingly frank and witty record of
Bill Pressler had an excel- shirts outside; at
30% to 50% more today than in 1939. If, for example,
least, not on Ilan early consecration to millinlent article in the• last issue of purpose.
cost you $10,000 then, it is probably worth at least $13n
ery, work all day and half the
the Kentucky Jaycee, monthly
today. Yesterday's insurance cannot cover today's hig:1
*
*
iee
night, debts that kept piling up,
magazine of the Junior Chamber
property values.
Whatever happens about a new and whole weeks when there
of Commerce, dealing with the
Fire losses every day are awakening home owners
hospital, plenfir of commenda- wasn't much to eat and a beau
start of the local chapter.
these tremendous increases in values—too late! The 1
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is
due
Tom
Simmons,
Hendelivery
extra
welcome
as
was
*
*
*
files of fire insurance• companies could show you the e
ry Sevison, J. B. Lester, J. F. boy and meal ticket.
"I have a soft spot in my
dence—proof that far too many home owners are suffer'
Graham, George Eldred, the K.
After trying Burlington, N. J.,
heart for Princeton since that
disastrous financial losses because of inadequate insuran
U. office girls . . . and a good
came
to
Philadelphia,
she
and
was my grandpappy'z home
protection.
many other splendid citizens, New York. Her first job was in
town. His name was Bob Boyd
If your property is not adequately insured for its pr
for a lot of work in connection a shop at Broadway and 77th.
and he fought in the Tenth
value, a telephone call today may save you thousands. Y
with getting ready for a finan- her next at Macy's, and then back
Kentucky regiment. Unless you
will receive prompt, efficient service, and insurance tail
cial campaign. What is sorely to the Broadway stand, which
have wiskers down to your anmade to your needs.
needed now is for some of the she and a fellow clerk bought.
kles however you will not reLet us give you the protection of this double-duty Ca
substantial citizens of the town First big-shot .client was Marion
member him". So writes Lieut.
tal Stock company insurance that not only pays if f
and county to take the lead Davies.
Comdr. Charles W. Payne, ofstrikes, but actually helps keep fires from starting.
and set the pace in the matter
"Being a milliner is sometimes
ficer in charge of Fleet Home
of giving. Without this, the pro- like being a doctor," she says,
Town News Center, Chicago,
and she prescribes her concocj44 pines
*
*
*
tions, made out of a dash of
*
*
*
One of the most persistent and this and a dache of that, for
It's not at all hard to write
women who want a husband,
most often discredited stories in
funny paragraphs. All you have
INSURANCE AGENCY
various parts of the country is want to keep a husband, want a
to do is to procu:e a pen, some
that of the "hoop" snake, which lover, or being down in the
paper and ink, and then sit down
is supposed to take its tail in dumps, want a lift.
and write them as they occur to
Phone
S. Harrison St.
Dorothy Roe Lewis is AP fashits mouth and roll down hillyou. It is not the writing, but the
ion
editor.
sides.
Momentum
gained in this
occuring, that is hard. (Taller
manner, according to old legends,
and Bystander)
is also the snake's best weapon;
*
*
*
Rural folk of Caldwell county at the height of his speed he
may like to get mail . . . but suddenly flattens himself out
they haven't paid much atten- and deals his adversary a javetion to the kind we have been lin-like blow.
*
*
*
sending from The Leader office
That 3-year-old who actually
. . . They do ge for visits by
our subscription expert, Dorothy caught a bird by sprinkling salt
Davis; and latterly we have been on its tail is now probably waitputting on names of numerous ing confidently for a horse-hair
new subscribers . . . all of whom in a bottle to turn into a snake.
A YOUNG MAN OWES a debt of gratitude to the city which provi
—St. Louis Post Dispatch.
are very welcome.

OTHER EDITORS SAY

America's untilled acres these days are thousands, from packing house, tannery,
teeming with four-legged life as vast and shoe factory workers down to the
numbers of cattle are being turned out village cobbler who repairs footwear. The
for grazing. While this activity gets pasture is a little noticed but indispenbut a few lines in country weeklies and sable part of our economy. May it never
seldom finds its way into big-city news- be plowed! (Christian Science Monitor)
papers, the annual renting of pastures
to livestock operators has a very important bearing on the economic life of the
United States.
Underwood For Governor
For a nominal sum, the cattle owner
Tom R. Underwood (our candidate for
is enabled to feed his herd economically
through the summer and ready it for governor) says in his Lexington Herald
fall marketing through an intensive that Keen Johnson will not make the
grain-rationing process, thereby achiev- race for the Democratic nomination
for
ing maximum poundage at minimum
U. S. senator . . . which is about as ofcost. Nor is the practice confined to
those who make a business of buying and ficial as though Keen himself made the
selling livestock. In this era of diversi- statement.
If Keen doesn't run (and Tom himself
fied agriculture, almost every sizable farm
has its grass. tract where a dozen or so doesn't) then we'll bet on Ardery to beat
cattle are pastured, arid they go a sur- John Young Brown. Leading Democrats
prisingly long way toward augmenting think the party needs a man around
Whom all factions can unite. Ardery certhe country's meat supply.
Because it doesn't produce bumper tainly tills the bill far better than Brown.
The welfare of the party also calls for
crops of corn or wheat, the pasture, to
the layman's eye, may seem a "frozen a man all Democrats can rally around for
asset." But this is far from true. Through governor, too. That man is Tom Underfeeding millions of cattle, it indirectly wood, Hopkinsville born and reared.
'provides employment for hundreds of
(Hopkineville New Era)

Washington Daybook

We are filling held orders for telephones
as fast as equipment can be manufactured
and installed.
2
6
/
47ti5'telephones were Installed during the
past six months--I41,659 of them during
the first three months of this year—but we
still have many thousands of applications
for service on hand.
Our program for the next few years
calls for an expenditure of $300,000,000 for
buildings, switchboards, wire, cable and other
equipment to provide more and better local
and long distanCe service.
There is yet a long way to go to catch
up on present held orders ffir service, hut
we are moving full speed ahead and looking
forward to the day whin all who want service
can get It without delay. In the meantime,
your cooperation is appreciated..

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCORPORATED

MEMBERSHIP in the Junior Chamber of Commerce is the most logical a
least expensive civic service opportunity available to a young man.
addition, membership offers him direct and tangible personal retur
From every possible standpoint, the Junior Charqber of Commerce m
the young man's need.

JOIN NOW!

A.a04 Cha,t4vi oje
This advertisement sponsored by:

Littlepage Grocery
Mitchell Implement Co.
Chambers and Moore
Henrietta Hotel

Shrewsbury Radio Service
Hodge Motor Sales
People's Service Market
Western Auto Associate St
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The Past

THE GARDEN

News representing lives,
hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace
By John S. Gardner, College
of Princeton and Caldwell county
40 years ago recorded
almost
of Agriculture and Home
nowhere
but
in
the
yellowed
files
of
A
Twice-Week Leader of those years
By J. F. Graham
will be published as a regular Leader
Economics
feature. The articles are
reproduc
ed just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the
turn of the century, wrote them.
ro W. A. Price, Entomologt
Bordeaux—With the season
September 5, 1905. Shell R.
age of Agriculture and Home
July 12, 1921. Misses Margaret
turned definitely warm, it beSmith came in from
Vicksburg, and Lucille Bohannon, Mrs. Clifornics, states that "The wacomes important to keep potato
Miss., Friday. He went to Chi.
ton Hollowell, Armour Blalock,
susPensible powder contain- cago
and tomato plants covered with
yesterday on a few days' Jas.
Smith and Jack Loftus at25 or 50 percent DDT is business trip after which
bordeaux. It holds the flea-bettle
he
will
tended the dances given at Dawfor the control of flies on return to Princeton
in check and delays die-down of
.
son Springs and Cerulean last
stock and on the insides of
potatoes, increasing )t,ields as
week. All reported a delightful
• and other farm buildings.
much as one-fifth. Four sprays,
September 1, 1905. One of the
finished
spray contime.
make the
10 days apart, is the program.
most enjoyable social functions
/
.14 2is percent DDT, stir of the
So sprayed, tomatoes, too, are
season
was
the
dance giv- 1 July 30, 1920. Little Miss Hatpounds of the 25 percent pow_ en
made to hold their foliage, reby Mrs. Grace Brown Wedtie Louise Cash is visiting her
in3 gallons of water or
sulting in an even yield of topnesday night in honor of Miss
uncle, A. B. Cantrell, at Du
pounds of the 50 percent
size fruit all season. Those who
Marjorie Sayre, of Montgomery,
laney.
de in the same amount of Ala. Those
prefer to dust can obtain dust
present were Misses
r.
mixtures of copper oxide and
Sayre, Mitchusson, Wolff,
Dol/
2 percent sciJune 20, 1922. Mr. W. C. Wagse the same 21
pyrethrum, rotenone, or cryolar, Vivian, Martin, Hunter,
Rat- gener returned home Thursday
on for spraying the build- liff, Cox,
lite, effective against all chewing
Johnson and Jones. from
and the livestock, and spray Mesdame
Rochester, Minn., and re- SOLDIER DIES OF GUNSHOT insects and against blight.
s
Beeler
WOUNDS
and
IN
GERMAN
Y
Brown,
—
approxima
tely
the
same and
ports Miss Gladys as improving
at
Nitrate—Onions and cabbage
Messrs. Kevil, Rich, Pepper,
under the radium treatment T-4 Paul R. Skelton (above), will profit rom side-dressing
. Walls, Ceilings, floors, Strother,
Ratliff,
McKinne
Goodwin
y,
Texas,
,
was identi- with
Arm- which she in undergoing
s, and other places where strong, Orr,
nitrate of soda now, even
at fied
Brewer, Headley, Mayo
in Nurenberg, Germany,
rest should receive a coarse Young,
Sanitarium.
though this has been done before
Powell,
Cash, King, Jeff
by officials of the Army newsy sufficient to cover, with- and
or poultry manure was used
Ray Johnson.
paper Stars and Stripes, as one
run off. Livestock should
when these crops were set.
June 20, 1922. Miss Virgie
of
two
American
soldiers
shot
sprayed on back, belly, sides
Plant Lice—With hot weather
Barnett, who is a patient at MurSeptembe
r
1,
to
1905.
death
as
they
sat
The
in
a
jeep.
singing
legs using about one quart of
may come the plant lice. On the
little Ruth Pickering was an ray is improving, after a very (AP Wirephoto)
animal.
first sign of leaf-curling or stopinteresting feature at Wednes- serious operation which she une first treatment should be day night
page of growth caused by lice,
derwent several days ago.
prayer meeting serdusting should bee done with
e when flies become trou- vices of the
C.
P.
church.
ome, the second one two
rotenone or spraying with toJungle Rescue Makes
In Washington county, 40 bacco tea or nicotine sulfate
ks later and subsequent ' July
27,
1920.
Mesdame
s John
dairy herds total approximately solution.
at 4 week intervals. Often P. Wylie,
Mattie Dudley, Charles Business Partners
1,000 cows.
or three treatments properly Curry
Beans—There should be 70
Pittsburg
h,
(A)
—
A
jungle
and
Miss Bernie Sims have
will give protection for
Due to the unusual demand days before the Mexican beetle
returned from Bowling Green, rescue in Burma led to the openseason.
where they have been attending ing of a new Pittsburgh gaso- for hybrid seed corn, all seed gets bad, and hot, dry weather
dealers in Bell county placed slows the growth of beans. To
e spray may be applied the
Western Kentucky State line station.
re-orders.
an orchard sprayer, bucket Normal.
by-pass the beetle, and to asFormer
Capt.
Frank
Miss
J.
SweeEliza
Nall will reIn Henry county, approximate- sure an excess of beans over
p, knapsack sprayer or turn
ney Jr., 26, and former Capt.
within a few days.
elbarrow sprayer. Pot best
ly 3,000 acres of vetch made un- table needs to fill next winter's
John J. Pacura, 25, were both
usually good growth this season. cans, the next three plantings
Its, all farms in the neighJune 13, 1932. Frederick Mc- pilots in the 315th troop Carrier
Clinton Ramey of Lyon county should be made double, Stringood should be treated simul- Donald,
squadron when in March of 1944
who
has
been
attending
ously."
constructed 500 feet of terrace less Greenpod or Tendergreen
Purdue University at Lafayette, Sweeney was reported missing.
in 45 minutes with a two-bottom being the varieties. To make
DT may also be purchased in Ind.,
has returned to spend the After a week, all searching pilots
tractor moldboard plow.
rcent solution. If this is
beans in late summer, the special
vacation with his parents, Mr. but Pacura gave up. Six days
follow directions on the
Seventy-six crates of straw- sorts, U. S. Refugee No. 5 or
and Mrs. J. T. McDonald.
later he spotted a red dot in
iner.
berries and cherries, it is esti- Florida Belle, should be used.
the green jungle which turned berg marketin
g association on
e cost of spraying with
Sweet Corn—Now is the time
June
13,
1922.
out
to
Mrs.
be
Sweeney'
E.
L.
s cap.
McApril 26, 10 days earlier than in to make heavy plantings of sweet
is negligible. Increased
Lin
and
charming
Sweeney
daughter, Miss
and Pacura were on many seasons.
in beef cattle, and increase
corn for canning or for food
Mdry Florence, left yesterday the job today at the station—
In Fleming county, 45 entries locker. Of the yellow varieties
ilk flow from dairy cattle
for several days' stay at Daw- Sweeney still wearing the red
have been made in the corn Golden Cross Bantam remains
be expected because of reson Springs.
cap.
derby.
from fly annoyance.
the most reliable, but a white
spray program against flies
cattle should receive atten_
by farmers this season. We
e that the total cost of this
tment would represent one
the very best investments
the stockmen can make
g the coming season.
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,
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Tomatoes--A packet of Rut: about mid-June.

Pasteurized
MILK
Our cap on a bottle of
pasteurized milk is your
guarantee of purity, sani-

is health insurance! Serve

tation and quality.

it at every meal.

family will not only enjoy
.the creamy texture and
delicious taste of our pure,
rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive on it. Ar-
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PITOL THEATRE

NOW SHOWING!

Your

range to have a quart or
more in your refrigerator
at all times. It's perfect as
a beverage with in-between meal snacks.

Phone 161
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Added Treat!
FASHIONS FOR
TOMORROW
In Technicolor

r Immediate
livery On
MONUMENTS

SATURDAY, MAY 25th -

EE OUR STOCK—THE
RGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
arble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 795

Commerce

Added Enjoyment"! ...
"MUSICAL MEXICO"
(Music South of the Border)
"K-9 CANTEEN"
(Merrie Melody Cartoon in Color)
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUESDAY, MAY 28th -

An avalanch• of
action...as a twofisted son of the
range battles with
renegGdesl

in M-G-M's exciting screen
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lo Seri°,
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lot the money you
• advance cash forused.
di of horn* repairs and all
finmoments. Convonloal roost terms. Prompt um%
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NARK GABLE • GREER GARSON 6 MorFireinfi orahaloo orADVENTURE"with
krbill•lbuis SkitTOM TUU.Y.JOHN QUALEN • RICHARD HAYDN •LINA RUMAT•HARRY DAVENPORT

"SAFtATOGA TRUCK"... "PARDON MY PAST" .. . "SON OF
SOON LASSIE"..
. "KITTY"..."DRAGONWYCK" . . . "WONDER
MAN"..."ZIEGFELD'S FOLLIES" .. MANY, MANY OTHER WONDE
RFUL
SHOWS!
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Experts, among them
70,225 units, compared with
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Army engineers,
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percent of the
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later legislation.
money spent for river jobs
Graham, chairman of the board,
for
Money for water projects
to workers, the remainder
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materials and research.
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The House Rivers and Harbor War Department civil functio
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approved the bill af- appropriation bill. In peaceti
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commit
METHODIST CHURCH
ter weeks of hearings. After ac- years, Congress customarily a
e
J. Lester McGee, Minister
tion by the House, the measur propriated about 9300,000,000
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
will go to the Senate Commerce year for water projects handl
a.m.
Morning Worship 10:55
committee for further hearings, by the Army engineers.
Sermon by the pastor: "What
Two Kentucky projects are •
then to the Senate, and finally
Does Prayer Really Change?"
eluded in the bill, Cumber
to the White House.
11..m.
6:30
hip
Fellows
Youth
Passage of the bill and appro- river and tributaries, in Ke
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
val by President Truman would tucky and Tennessee, estirna
"The
Sermon by the pastor:
not mean immediate expenditure first federal cost, $20,739,000,
Next World Has Its Contrasts
of money because such legisla- the Big Sandy river and Tug
Too."
tion makes no appropriations. It Levisa forks, in Kentucky, W
Mid-week service Wed. 7:30
merely authorizes the projects. Virginia and Virginia, $82,300,
p.m. The pastor will preach.
NOVELIST DIES—Booth Tark- Money must be appropriated in
Methodist Vacation B ible ington (above), whose novels
School begins Sunday.
found a place on the world's
bookshelves, died in his IndiaTHE .CENTRAL
napolis, Ind., home in which
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
he had done much of his writDonal Wilmoth, Minister
ing. He was 76 years old. Tark9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
ington's first successful novel
10:45 a.m. The Morning Wor- was published when he was 30.
ship. Topic: "The Mission of the His wife, Susannah, was at his
Church."
bedside when death came. (AP
6:00 p.m. The Westminster
Wirephoto)
1 nice dwelling on Hopkinsville St., with 5
Fellowship.
Wor7:30 p.m. The Evening
rooms, bath and sun parlor; nice yard and gardship. Topic: "The Tenderness of

At The Churches

)eaths- Funerals
H. Wylie
William H. (Bill) Wylie, 72,
suddenly Saturday night
5
'1,°tied
ifn the car of Clifton Hollowell,
airoute to his home on Dawson
'brings Highway. Mr. and Mrs.
,VoHowell were returning home
.:rom town Saturday night when
tt.hey found Mr. Wylie on the
,11 roadside very ill. They placed
aim in the car, and death came
' before he reached home.
A son of the late John J. and
irginia Borden Wylie, of this
' way, Mr. Wylie had been a
minent farmer here during
lifetime. He is survived by
• sister, Mrs. Berdie Dunning,
. Main street, and a brother,
k, druggist here. Two nepws, Knox and Marvin Wylie,
survive.
Funeral services were held
esday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock
it Morgan.% Funeral home, with
i.the Rev. J. Lester McGee offi'
ciating.
Pallbearers were Charles Wilson, Charles Ratliff, Marvin and
•Knox Wylie, Iry Childress, J.
D. Wylie and William Bauer.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
cemetery.

..lames Cooper

Funeral services and burial for
James Cooper, year-old son of
Mrs. Aaron Cooper,
Mr. and
'Sitottsburg community, who was
taken to a Louisville hospital
"i last Tuesday from effects of a
disease similar to both poliomye14 litis and eucephilitis, and died
Saturday morning, were held at
4 the family cemetery near Friendship Sunday.
731

God."

f,

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Miming Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship

Measure Carries No
Appropriation, Merely
Authorizes Projects

Washington—(4) —Congress is
on the verge of an old-fashioned
CUMBERLAND
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legislation.
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Bright,
J. P.
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control
M.
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ely at least a billion
ultimat
cost
g
at
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s
Young People'
dollars.
6:31 P. M.
As a starter, the measure covEvening Worship at 7:30 P. M.
estimated to cost
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday, ers projects
initially about $600,000,000. It's
7:30 P. M.
a gigantic long-range program for
which new legislation would be
RLAND
CRIDER CUMBE
d later as the Army enrequire
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
with construcPreaching services at 11:00, by gineers proceed
tion.
th 2 pastor.
Carrying forward an off-reChristian Endeavor at 6:15
peated suggestion of the late
Preaching services at 7:00
President Roosevelt, President
by the pastor.

RAPER—Firemen examine wrecked fuselage of
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y night, killing five occupants. (AP Wirephoto)
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ed faith in Christ at an dy, I. Z. Lewis,
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with the Rev. Shattuck officiat- early age
Miss Virginia Nell Lewis.
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d, Saturday, Ma
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cently
at
, held
were Lione
ation, wil
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Conserv
of
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at
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Church Monday
Buddy
to serve
Martin,
e
men
Wallac
of
these
,
one
Stroube
name
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y
iciatoff
Highwa
,
Lake Park, where
the Rev. Clyde Walker
Nichols, James Tandy, Peppe crosses Kentucky Lake. They C. K. McNeeley, a director of
d Peters. Flowe
feature new and used boats and the Kentucky Association of Soi
A son of the late Martha and Jones and Richar
1.
Mesdames James Tan- motors including cruisers, run- Conservation Supervisors, preJesse Satterfield, Mr. Satterfield girls were
abouts, utilities, outboard, row sided.
•
Present and voting were: Ro
boats and house boats. Marine
hardware and boat supplies are J. Meahl, Rt. 2, Paducah, an
also sold. A soft drink stand and D. N. Garrett, Rt. 3, Paducah
restaurant is located near the McCracken county; Renloe Rudolph, Rt. 1, Calvert City, an
docks.
J. M. Solomon, Rt.. 2, Calve
El Salvador is the only Central City, Marshall county; Porter M
American republic without a sea Sell, Star Rt. 6, Caldwell coun
coast on the Atlantic.
ty; Roy Cromwell, Rt. 3, Clin
Radium's radio activity lasts ton, and E. C. Whayne,.Rt. 4
for centuries, and is only about Clinton, Hickman county; A. B
half dissipated after 2,000 years. Roberts, Rt. 2, Wingo, and L
In 1939 this country imported W. Murdock, Rt. 1, Farmington,
6225 tons of vegetable ivory Graves county.
from South America to be used
in button making.

Insurance and Real Estate
Princeton, Ky.

ACTION-LOVING PLAY TOG$
CREATED TO CUT CAPERS!

suspender playsuit .. . Teen-age short-all of woven
checked twill with adjustable California-type sus$2.59
penders. Blue or tan, 10-16

two-piece playsuit . . . Black cross-checks on gold,
pink, It. blue or aqua novelty cotton. Front-and-back
pleated playsuit with wrap skirt, 12-20 . . .. $7.2

floral print swim suit . . . Gay tropical flowers on
white accentuates the slim princess lines of this swim
$6.98
suit! Sturdy cotton twill, 32-38

NOW FOR A POWDER THAT REALLY LASTS!
ORLOFF
ATTAR OF PETALS FACE POWDER
perfumed,
Here's a face powder, subtle as mist, delicately
for hours
beautifully blended! A face powder that clings
It's by
on end . . . gives you the new clear-skinned look.
Attar of
Orloff, of course, ansl like all our other Orloff
strewn
Petals toiletries it comes in a white milk glass jar,
American
with hand-painted posies, adapted from priceless
antiques. Six shades.

Price $2.50 plus tax

JUST THE SET FOR YOUR LAWN OR BACKYARD
JUST A FEW SETS LEFT

mexican motif slack suit... Sleek, lovely spun rayon!
Pleated slacks with hip pocket and blouse that wears
$6.75
in or out. Rust, kelly, royal, 10-16

Man-tailored with
women's pleated slacks
smoothly hanging front side pleats! In brown or
$3.98
navy, 12-20

girl's cotton slacks ... Pleated for play! Free 'n' easy
comfort, with swaggering hip pocket. Light navy or
$1.98
brown cotton suiting, 7-14
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Women's Page
Evening Sky
Nothing may wholly be completed
Of day's affairs. For that, small
matter.
Tomorrow will sort the file-box
secrets.
Tonight I walk with the evening sky.
I offer my arm to a range of
mountains.

TOOK RIDE ON BUMPER

Phone SO
• • •

Princeton Leader

•

Dorothy Ann Davis

The Leader
Congratulates

Forgiving Child Comforts Fath
er Who Beat Her

Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Pickering,
Friendship community, on the
birth of a son at Princeton Hospital, May 15.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hale,
Friendship community, on the
birth of a daughter, Sherry
Leigh, May 3.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Lindell Sherrell,
Fredonia, Route 1, on the birth
of a daughter, Barbara Ruth,
May 13.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Goodaker,
Dawson Springs, lingee 4 on the
birth of twin daughters, Sheila
Ray and Shanna Fay, April 20.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Calvin
Belt, Marion, Route 1, on the
birth of a son, John Paul, May
20.

Pace by pace they are at my side.
The woodlots listen across my
shoulder.
The river mist gathers as I go by.
A belled cow sounds from darkening pasture
Copp e r y, distance - mellowed
not
w heist.e
-throat flutes from deeper ridges
vague where the star of evening floats.
j put on chasms of space a
boundary,
Still-to-be-conquered
depths
which sweep
From a bird note out. But the
mind, indifferent,
alks in the moist cool scent
of sleep.
Charles Malam

california Visitors
Mr. and Mrs, T. B. Thomson, of
Azusa, Calif., have concluded
a
two weeks' visit here with relatives and friends. Mr. Thomson
was born in the Crider community, but left here with his parents
for California when a small boy
Although her body was cover
and this was his first visit in 45
ed with welts from a beati
ng
years. He is a first cousin of administered with a belt and buckl
e, six-year-old Mary MiskeAllen and A. B. Thomson, Kut- wich ran to comfort her father,
Gene Miskewich, 27, (left) as
tawa, and the late McKee Thom- he left Recorders Court Detroit,
Mich., after receiving a sentence
son, of Princeton. Both Mr. and of 45 days in the House of Corre
ction for assault and battery.
Mrs. Thomson are writers of At the sight of his daughter
Miskewich broke down and
said
note and were collecting some "I'm sorry Honey." The child
placed her arms around his
neck
data for their forthcoming book. and said, "That's all right,
Daddy." (AP Wirephoto)
While in Kentucky, they atYou can shine windows
tended the Derby, visited Mamby
Americans a r e
consuming
adding about Mi cup witch hazel
moth Cave, Jefferson Davis'
about forty million pounds
of
to each quart of warm water.
Monument and several other
avocados a year.
points of interest. They were
guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Craig, Maple Avenue.

orrell-Johnston
Lorrayne Taylor, 5, Des Moin
es, Ia., hangs on the bumper of
The wedding of Miss Elizabeth a neighbor's car to demonstrate
the grip which probably saved
her life, John Lawrence
orrell, daughter of Mr.
, operator of a car, said oncoming
and
motorists
s. I. D. Worrell, W. Main
signaled him to stop and
he found Lorrayne hanging to his
treet, and Mr. Paul
bump
er,
lie
didn'
t
know
Elliott
how or when the child had aimed
on.
ohnston, Louisville, took
place She was unhurt and would say only, "I was after a loaf
of bread
t Eden Side Christian Church, for Mommy." (AP Wire
photo)
uisville, Friday night, May
17, carnations and
sweet peas.
t 8 o'clock
Country Club Dance
Mrs. Blackburn is the daug
The bride wore a pink
hsuit ter of Mr. and
There will be • a dance at
Mrs. Edward D.
th black accessories and
her Beavers, of
Detroit, and a grad- Princeton Country Club tonight
rsage was an orchid.
Mrs. uate of West
ern high school, De- from 9 until 1 o'clock. Music
ames Salato, sister of the
birde, troit. She
is a former employe will be furnished by Clark Steeas matron of honor, and
Mr. of the Signa
l Corps, Washington, gar and his orchestra. Members,
illiam Johnston
was
h Is D .C.
their ladies and out-of-town
rother's best man.
guests are invited.
Mr. Blackburn is a gradu
Mrs. Johnston is a grad
ate
uate of of
Fredonia
utler High School and
high
schoo
l and
attended serv
ed in the U. S. Army duri
S. T. C., Bowling Gree
ng Piano Recital
n, and the
Tonight
war.
S. T. C., Murray. She
Entertain For Guests
was
Piano pupils of Mrs. Everett
They
are residing in Fredonia.
ployed here at the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Craig enFarmers
Cher
ry
will
be presented in re- terta
atonal Bank until last
ined for their guests, Mr.
August,
cital
Thur
sday night, May 23, at
hen she resigned to
and Mrs. T. B. Thomson, Azusa,
accept a Merrick -Stallins
the George Coon Memorial Lition with Toledo Scale
Calif., with a buffet supper Fris Co.,
brary at 7:30 o'clock. The public
Mr. and Mrs. Pool Merri
ck,
day night, May 17, at their home
is
cordi
Scott
ally
sburg
invit
,
ed.
anno
unce the marriMr. Johnston is a grad
on Maple Avenue. Present were
uate of age of
their daughter, Robbie
e High School and
Miss Hazel Tyne Stephens, Chirecently Pauline,
to Mr. W. D. Stallins,
turned from overseas
cago, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Reci
service son of Mr.
tal
At
Libr
ary
'th the Army Air
and Mrs. C. H. StalThomson, Mr. and Mrs. AnderForces.
Mrs. Frank P. Giannini will
lins, Claxton. The double ring
After a wedding trip,
son Thomson and Mrs. Ruth
the cou- cere
prese
nt
her
pupil
s
mony
in
was performed Sune will return to
recital Fairhurst, all of Kutt
awa; Mr.
Louisville day,
Satu
rday
night
,
May 25, 8 and Mrs. H.
May 19, at I o'clock at
ere they will make
A. Goodwin, Mrs.
their Ogden
Methodist Church, the o'clock, at George Coon Memor- McKee Thomson,
Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. J. Lester McGee officiat- ial Library. The piablicais, cor- J. D. Stephens
and son, George,
dially invited.
ing.
and the honoree*.
avers - Blackburn
The bride wore a blue dressMiss Rebecca Lee
Beavers and maker suit with white
accesph Malcolm Blac
kburn were sories. Attendants were
Miss
!Tied Saturday after
noon, May Patsy French and Mr. Vern
on
at 5 o'clock. Rev.
C. W. Dil- Stallins, brother of the
briderth read the doubl
e ring cere- groom.
ny in the home of
the brideAfter a reception at the home
m's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. of the bridegroom's parents, the
y Blackburn. The
attendants couple left for a brief wedding
re Mr. and Mrs.
Paul West. trip to Lookout Mountain,
Chate bride was attir
ed in a tanooga, Tents.
ow dress with
black acceses and wore a
corsage of Everybodjs -reads The Leader'.

Shadows that fall lightly acros
s sunlit sidewalks ...
shadows that pose pretty silho
uettes against drawing
room walls softened by twili
ght . . . shadows that
mark you definitely "Summer 11348"
. You'll welcome
the sparkling collection of summ
er dresses now
being shown on our Fashion Floor
...air-conditioned

See our famous collection of
What a pretty way to keep cool all
summer! Hi or mid -hi sandals of buck
or maracain leather or genuine
linen...as featured in Veouvr.f

in Panamas

and White Felts

Peek-a-Boo mesh in plain color
s and prints . . .
rayon crepes in cool sherbet shades
. . . and printed
rayon jerseys ... just to ment
ion three of Summer's favorite fabrics, lovely to look
at, lovely to
wear. Misses' and women's sizes.

Princeton, Kv

Baldree's father, C. A. Wood
and Mrs. Woodall, S. Jeffer
street, last week-end.
Miss Genevive King, student
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Spa
at St. Helena's School, Louisville, and
Mrs. R. S. Robertson s
spent last week-end with her Satu
rday in Nashville wh
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. King, they atten
ded the May Day F
West Main street.
tival in which Miss Su
Tommy Daum, Connorsville, Sparks took
part.
Ind., spent several days here
Mr. and Mrs. Hearne Harr
last week with his father, B. T. son and sons,
John Chilton
Daum.
George Grayson, spent Fri
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young in Lebanon, Tenn.
, where Jo
returned last Thursday from Chilton was regis
tered at Cas
Bradenton, Fla., after several Heights for
the coming year.
days' visit. They were accom- Mr. and Mrs.
R. A. McCo
panied home by his father. W have moved
from Henderson
F. Young.
their new home on Edd
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore Road, which
was recently
and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Glenn chased from
Mr.' and Mrs.
spent Sunday in Paducah.
chell Clift. The Clifts recen
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hopper, moved to
Eddyville, where
Mrs. Hugh Francis and Mrs. serves as
deputy warden.
Lillie F. Murphy spent Sunday
Rumsey Taylor returned g
in Jackson, Tenn., where they
from a business trip to
visited W. E. Francis, who is lanta,
Ga.
seriously ill.
Mrs. W. C. Sparks spent S
Stanley Prokop, Carl Cenzor day and
Monday in Louisville.
and Kenneth Chapel, all of DeMrs. Joe Singler is reported
troit, Mich., are visiting Charles be
very ill at her home on
Stallins, S. Seminary street.
Donivan street.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelly Scott,
Mrs. John B. Chilton has
of Fort Worth, Tex., left for turne
d from an extended v
their home Saturday following
with relatives in Detroit.
a visit here and at Marion with
was accompanied home
by
relatives.
brother-in-law and nephew,
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Harringry Payne Ashley.
ton spent Sunday in Centr
al
City with their daughter, Mrs.
Mineral wool was first
Allan Rice and family.
duced commercially in Wale
s
. Mr. and Mrs. Merle Drain and
1840 where it was used for
i
daughter, Lou Ann, are on a two
lation.
weeks' vacation visiting relatives
Don't rinse that milk bo
in Des Plaines, and Chicago, Ill.
down the drain. Rinse it out
Mr. and Mrs. Hickman Baldsoups, gravies and white st
ree, Frankfort, and her aunt,
The maid of honor is us
Mrs. Ethel West, Hollywood, custo
dian of the groom's ring
Calif., were the guests of Mrs. a
double wedding ceremon

Virdiso

'Pa
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Governor's Lady Coming
To Western Kentucky

Farm Bureau Asks
Curb of Strikes

-Ford Honored in Auto Golden Jubilee

Mayfield—Mrs. Simeon Willis,
wife of the Governor of Kentucky, will be principal speaker
here Friday at a meeting of
Republican women.
Other speakers on the program
for the luncheon at the Hall hoel are Mrs. Brent Hart, Madisonville, and Paul Whitman, Louisville.

ashington —(1P)— President
Oman affixed a reluctant signore last week-end to a atopbill extending the draft unlJuly 1, but banning induction
'lathers and youths 18 and 19
'teen age youths. It said, howlira old.
4-Confronted with alternatives ever, that men 18 and 19 still
1 accepting the, amendments or will be required to register.
Only men 20 through 25 will
'Xing the whole iiartime Selecdrafted. This reduces SelecPresbe
the
expire,
laW
Service
t?
Service to a comparatively
two
tive
of
lesser
"the
chose
hilt
tiny reservoir of manpower. Ofas his secretary put it.
(
rhe secretary, Charles G. Ross, ficials estimated that there are
la reporters the President re- only 59,000 eligibles left in this
it as a "bad bill." It was age bracket, of whom 50 percent
unfit.
oiled because the two houses of would be found physically
boards
local
said
telegram
The
toget
to
unable
were
ongress
ej
fol. ether in time'on a longer ex- should not "take any of the
lowing actions with respect to
O psion.
i
Less than six hours before the any registrant who has not reach:edible, the Senate agreed to ed his twentieth birthday:
registrant
,e House restrictions on in- "(A) Order any such
on physi.-octions, and Senate Secretary to report for preinducti
ns.
examinatio
cal
measure
the
sped
Riffle
Italie
"(B) Forward any such regisIl i the White House..
examina11 i Selective Service announced trant for preinduction
Contrasts between 1894 -1944 are shown in this photograph of the first and most recent Ford cars.
1, ' . at its present ban on the induc- tion.
In December 1927, the new model
registrant
such
any
Dearborn, Mich.,—Henry Ford, In December 1909, the company
on of men 28 and over will be "(C) Order
year
working in his machine shop at 58 moved again, this time to its new A was introduced and the next
ontl: wed, despite the fact that to report for induction.
-"
61-acre Highland Park plant. Here Henry Ford announced a minimum
"(D) Forward any such regis- Bagley avenue, Detroit, in 1893,
se act as renewed permits the
was $7-a-day wage.
national im- dreamed of liberating the world the first endless chain conveyor
In 1922 the Ford Motor Company
i rafting of men through age 29. trant to work of
Installed. It was the birth of lowof
kind
direchorse-drawn
civilian
under
portance
slow,'
draft
o
state
from
In _ a telegram to
cost production and the beginning paid $8,000,000 to Henry M. Leland
conscienticivilization.
to
refers
(This
tion."
forof the liberation of labor. In 1914 and his son, Wilfred, for the assets
- irectors the agency also
Three years later, on June 4, 1896, Henry Ford startled the world by of the Lincoln Motor Car Co. It was
pally halted the induction of ous objectors).
he rolled his first gasoline driven announcing Ford employes would not until 16 years later that the
buggy into the street, and the cele- work only eight hours • day and Mercury was introduced.
bration in Detroit this year of the receive a minimum daily wage of $5.
The miracle of Ford production
automotive industry's Golden JubAgain the Ford Motor Company continued to pour automobiles from
ilee is a tribute to his vision.
needed breathing space, so in 1915 assembly lines across the nation, and
Today, more than 31,000,000 Ford a thousand acres of land were ac- the need for more space still plagues
cars arid trucks have been built and quired on the Rouge river in Dear- the company. Today more than
Ford Motor Company plants span born.
$225,000,000 has been earmarked for
the earth.
Henry Ford had purchased the explinsion.
On May 26, 1943, Edael Ford, presThe present Ford Motor Company stock held by Alex Malcohnson in
was formed in 1903, and success was 1906 and had become president and ident of the company, died suddenly
immediate. At the end of four controlling owner, and in 1919 the and Henry Ford, then past 80, again
months a dividend was paid to the Ford family acquired the interest of took over the presidency. Soon after
original 12 stockholders.
the minority stockholders for $75.- this, Henry Ford 11, Edsel's eldest
GET THE
son, was released from the U. S.
In 1905, the company moved from 000,000 and became sole owners.
Eagle boats were built in the Navy to assume the duties that had
the two-story Mack avenue plant to
500Z
a new four-story building at Piquette Rouge plant during World War I, been his father's for so many years.
Recently, his brother Benson, after
and Beaubien, Detroit. Production and after the war many activities
ECONOMY
soared as models A, B, C, F, K, S were transferred to the new plant three years in the armed forces, has
and R were introduced in quick from Highland Park. On Oct. 31, returned to take up duties in the
PACKAGE
succession, and five months later 1925, an all-time production record company and help his brother carry
the first of the famous model T's was set with 10,000 Model T cars on the great Ford tradition in the
automobile industry,
was introduced.
built in a single day.
Baboons are the largest and
fiercest of all monkeys.

May Was of Disordered
Kidney Action

FOR
WASHING'

* ST LONGER
*LooK

K1 E. NEVI

SUTHO SUDS. INCORPORATED • INDIANAPOLIS. IND..

Modern life with Its hurry and worry,
irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—its risk of exposure and infecdo•—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys They are apt to become
wer-taxed and fail to altar excess acid
sod other lospuritim from thelile-giving
blood.
You may euffer nagging backache.
headache. Wallowa getting up nights,
I.e pain.. ewelling—feW constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Doss's Pals. Doent's help the
kidneys to peas off harmful excess body
waste. They have had more than hall a
century of public sprroval. Are meow,
mended 1.7 grateful were everywhere..
Asa pow emnekkorl

DOAN'S PILLS

dia4 S
Thai Sinç j spitiof
A GOOD
PERMANENT WAVE
... and the proper, basic shaping of the hair are required
foundations for a striking coiffure . .. We feature all types
of Permanents
Machine $5 to $15
Machinefess $6.50 to $20
Cold Waves $10 to $20

OUR TRAINED STAFF

Louisville—M-1 E. Stanford,
executive-.;ecretary of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation,
announced he has sent telegrams
to Senator Barkley (D-Ky.) and
Stanfill (Ft-Ky.) urging "immediate passage of legislation to effectively curb strikes."
Text of the telegrams as released by Stanford follows:
"We urge immediate passage
of legislation to effectively curb
strikes and eliminate vicious
practices which are paralyzing
re-conversion, disrupting our entire economy, and creating confusion and strife.
"Because of numerous strikes,
farmers are unable to get farm
machinery, containers and supplies urgently needed for food
production. This shameful situation exists despite the fast that
millions abroad are facing starvation.
"Our organization favors the
fundamental purposes of organized labor and would oppose
any action deemed unfair or
hurtful to the rr.nk and file of
organized workers."

bonds of $2,500 each and Chaney
put up $3,350 bond.
Dunlap's bail was set at $2,250;
Grossett's $1,000, Buchanan's $1,000 and that of the others at
$500 each.
Union attorneys said the bonds
Washington —(1P)— The Hop- would be executed today for the
kins county grand jury indicted remainder of those indicted.
Ed .7. Morgan, president of
The Swiss flag is one of the
United Mine Workers District
in Europe, and was used
oldest
23 and other officers and memas early as 1339.
bers of the union on charges of
banding and confederating last
week.
True bills were returned after
investigation of picketing at
last
mines
Hopkins county
month when UMW members
walked out in the nation wide
coal strike.
Morgan was named in seven
indictments, Earl Suver, an organizer for the UMW, also was
named in seven bills and Arthur Chaney, another of the
union's organizers, was named
in six.
Pickets visited three mines
shortly after the strike began
and forced operations there to
halt. These were pits of the
West Kentucky Coal Mining
company and Homestead Coal
company.
Each were operated by nonunion members or members of
the UMW's rival Progressive
Mine Workers Union.
Injunctions have been granted
in circuit court here against several individual members of the
union to prevent them from interfering with the operation of
the mines. Circuit Judge H. F.
S. Bailey however declined to
grant injunctions against the
UMW as an organization or
Others indicted were Estill
against the District 23 union.
Gossett and James Dunlap, Negro, both attaches at the district
union office, and Luther Sommers, Burr Miller, Dan Crockett,
Carmen (Sonny) Winstead, Leon
Watts, Carl Hawkins, Jimmy
Tale, Gilbert Franklin, Oscar
Summers, Bray Sisk, Pete Baker and Flourney Buchanan, the
latter on two counts.
Morgan and Suver executed

Union Mine Heads
Are Indicted In
Hopkins County

Music Down Under
Draws Like Horseraces
Melbourne —(W)-- Australians
now have the retort proper for
people who've been saying they
prefer horseraces to good music:
A Sunday preformance by the
Melbourne conservatorium orchestra and the Orpheon choristers in the Botanic Gardens drew
over 125,000.

Hopkinsville

Dead Animals
WANTED

Insurance Agency

free of charge.
CALL COLLECT

Kentucky Rendering Works
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:
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Farm Salesman Wanted
demand for farms Is Increasing daily,
BUSINESS is goodl rem post-war
of readjustment for millions of
The years ahead contain many problems
are giving serious
Americans, hundreds of thousands of whom right now
of farm life.
thought to th• security and independence
Is ready. Entering our 21st year,
The UNITED STATES FARM AGENCY
we are proud of our nation-wlde reputation and the Public's good.will,
dealing and dependable ser.
fair
of
years
which w• have earned through
and well.established
vice. Equally proud are we of our many successful
In nine mid•west Meet
local representative, who are today doing business
for more than 20 years, and
Our volume of business has increased Steadily
us solid indication of future
the advent of world peace has already given
expansion.
progress and • basis for profitable
le
The advertising we do to secure farm buyers la the most extensire
America. Every week our advertising of farm bargains •poears in news.
of more than
papers and other publications with a combined circulation
Job for us daily,
million people. Several mid-west radio stations are on the
of the natio,
Our famous farm bargain catalog circulates to every corner
on for mom
rolling
advertising,
and many foreign countries. This volume of
of satisfied
thousands
-will
of
good
accumulatedthan 20 years, added to the
customers, assures the continued success of the UNITED and Its represen.
satives. In no other way can the farms of your community be brought to
the attention of so many potential buyers.

a

We went a dependable man to represent us In Caldwell County, The man
well acquainted
we select must bebetween 30 and 60 years of age, must be
be e
with his territory, hold the good-will and respect of hie community,
real estate owner, own and drive an automobile, and be In a position to
devote his time to the farm-selling business. No real estate experience I.
necessary, but he must come with an open mind, willing to take advice end
follow methods which have proved successful slid which conform to
UNITED'S ideals of dependable service. Our ambition is to make two
transaction,
friends and boosters—the buyer and the seller—with every
Raising the standard of farm selling methods has been oar goal from the

W

for

N charge to property owners for listing. No territory sold. appointmenb
man
being made on basis of applicant's qualifications only. We want a real
bah.
of high type and ability, who desires to build a permanent, pleasant
Now
way.
UNITED
the
farms
selling
IIIMS In hi. Own community, listing and
is the time to start. Our succeasfut representatives are invariably among
the income leaders of their communities. Writs today.

omen's
ear

Incorporated

exclusively yours

Roscoe L. Chamberlain, General Manager.

•Taking good care of your car is more important
•
now than ever—for more reasons than one! That's
the way to keep it rolling smoothly, safely, economically. Proper attention also protects your trade-in
•Your Ford dealer has the modern facilivalue.•
ties and equipment to save you time and money on
every kind of repair job. Right now, with many
veteran Mechanics back at work, he can give you
•It's good
faster, more dependable service.•
your Ford
to
"home"
car
your
business to bring
dealer. He knows your car best—uses genuine Ford
parts—and gives you friendly service. Remember
—Ford's out in front in service, too!

... will give you the coiffure best suited to your individual type.
Established
1907

We have specially trained Hair Stylists.

"Not For A Day, But

FOR APPOINTMENTS PHONE 2

Modern Beauty
Shop

For All Time."

We Stay and Pay
"When you buy insurance from this Agency,
you

are bringing secur-

ity horn..
40.10011101nOWINONIVon.Onnob.
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saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERTNG WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and

GOOD
SERVICE
NOW

C. A. Woodall

EA outside

Although the war Is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep

start.

icarson

if you ha

,

Chambers-Moore Motors
Princeton, Ky.
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Revenue Climbs
On Toll Bridges

a la Increasing daily.
mint for millions of
.w are giving sirloin

tiring our 21st year,
In. public's good -will,
and deoendable Hr.
I and well -established
nine mid-west statss.
e than 20 years. and
d indication of future

he most extenoice in
Ins appears In newstion of more than 29
the Job for is daily.
corner of the nation
ng, rolling on for more
thousands of satisfied
TED and Its represanmunity be brought to

well County. The man
ust be well acquainted
his community, ba
d be In a position to
I estate experience Is
ing to take advice and
which conform to
Con is to make two
ith every transaction,
eon our goal from the

Dr. Beers says there are needy
ji you have been wondering
Kentuckians at home children, which means they
are
if there are
state who would without relatives able to
support
and outside the
muffle the revelationa of them, in all the 120 counties,
!the to
Kentucky on but only 16 counties have
the Committee for
perthe grounds that unpleasant manent child welfare offices.
published
give
will
And the sixteen are on a demontruths widely
a stration basis. Only two counties
the Bluegrass Commonwealth
the eyes of the maintain their own children's
bad name in
world, it may interest you to agencies, doing that work exlearn that less than one-half a clusively.
Child welfare, the most vital
dozen complaining letters have
been received by President Har- of all services, hits an astonishing low in full-time field workry W. Schacter.
Some time ago I wrote a col- ers. Only sixteen counties have
It them. Eighty counties have part
umn about the shushers.
was pretty lively stuff, and I time workers which extend only
thought the shushers had it part-time service to need chilcorning to them. But Mr. Schad- dren.
essay
Dr. Beers states, and he is
er advised me to drop the
waste basket. He said exactly right, "We have been
in my
the people who object to the 'penny wise and pound foolish'
truth about conditions which put in handling our public welfare
Ket-itny on Tobacco Road are program, in Kentucky".
More revelations in the Beers
not numerous enough to bother
about, and he was right. Most report will be told in this colKentuckians everywhere wel- umn from time to time, and
come the truth about the state. they won't make you a cheer
The latest report to air short- leader for Kentucky's present
comings of Kentucky is Dr. How- public welfare program.
ard W. Beers' report on public
welfare, which will be ready Land
Reclaimed
for distribution in the near fuTractors and bulldozers are
ture.
speeding soil reclamation in BulDr. Beers tells us that in Ken- litt county,
according to County
tucky old-age assistance based Agent R. E.
Rothwell. Claude
per
per
month
$11.59
is
need
on
Cornell of Mt. Washington comcompared
with
$50.40
person, as
munity leveled two acres of gulin the highest state.
lied land and made diversion
Our needy blind get $13.09 ditches at a cost of $25 an acre.
per month, compared with $57.95 Then he spread manure' and
in the highest state. In this kind phosphate and, sowed spring
of aid to the needy, Kentucky oats and lespedeza. Grass will
is 48th among the 48 states, be added next fall. Other farmwhich is one way of saying we ers using tractors to level land
are at the bottom of the list.
and make diversion iitches inWe shine most ingloriously in clude Henry Maraman and B:11
our aid to dependent children, Samuel,.
giving them $7.98 per month for
support, as compared with $20.23
Nine 4-H club boys and girls
for the average state, $38.84 for in Scott county are feeding
the highest state. Only South seven carloads of lambs for the
Carolina gives less aid to its de- Lexington fat lamb show in
pendent children than Kentucky. June.

tory sold. appointmanb
. We want a real man
manent, pleasant busi•
the UNITED way. Now
are invariably among

Pepsi-Cola Compass?,Long Island City, N.Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola

Hopkinsville Bottling Company

OiSclal U. S. Navy liarftritak

Every major battle fought in the Southwest Pacific area found the
destroyer USS Fluaser there. The Flusser was operating with the
Lexington task force out of Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, and after
that participated in 11 engagements in the area.

On a hilltop overlooking Glasgow, approximately 1,500 persons stood in a thundershower
to watch Governor Simeon Willis lay the cornerstone for a
$418,000 State Tuberculosis Hospital May 15.
The cornerstone-laying marked the first public ceremony in
connection with the State's program to build similar tuberculosis hospitals at Madisonville,
Paris, Ashland and London at an
additional cost of about $2,000,000.
The State's Chief Executive
told the rain-drenched audience,
"This hospital does not belong
to the people of Glasgow, nor
of Barren county, nor of this
district, but it belongs to the
people of Kentucky and I know
you will do your part to maintain it as a great institution
once it is completed and placed
in operation."
The new tuberculosis-sanatorium program, the Governor said,
"is as good a program as we
could devise."
All surgery in connection with
the program, he said, will be
done at Hazelwood Sanatorium,
Louisville, as soon as the expansion program now in progress
there is completed.
The five new hospitals will,
with normal turnover, properly
care for all of tuberculosis persons in the Commonwealth, the
Governor said.
A copper tube containing the
105-year history of tuberculosis
in Kentucky was sealed inside
the white marble cornerstone oy
Governor Willis.
Dr. C. C. Howard, Glasgow
physician-surgeon and member
of the State Tuberculosis Commission, said tolay's ceremony
was a preliminary step in a
"planned program to care for
our long-neglected sick and
dying tuberculosis neighbors."
The hospital will serve the
the Sixth Tubercular District,
comprising 17 counties—Barren,
Butler, Edmonson, Hart, Green,
Taylor, Casey, Adatr, Russell,
Metcalf, Logan, Warren, Simpson,
Allen, Monroe, Cumberland, Clinton.

Install a fully automatic
Winkler Coal Surest In
your pr.s.nl furnace
Save money and labor
Ni dime payesevellirie year terms

Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leaking?

ARE
h manY
give you
t's good
tar Ford
ine Ford
member

YEARS" ANEW)IN MONEY SALI/N6

AND WORK

SA llING

F

TURES

Every careful bsu4aq home owner
should see ihe Winkler Stoker
before buying any her. ol
autorncrtic boating equip
moot
Th• Winki., Stoics,
,
W/071/?
with its many r•finad
NI toll w.',/
foatures is today THE
INDUSTRY'S out
standing product
It is saying atone,
and labor ler thou
um&el property eons
we kora coast to coast
levettiggle 1h* Eea-Air
control The fully cute
MN*Ingssmisalon which
has.,shear mat Pressen
Sealed &PPM • • The Zama
miser lamer.. ead many Ohm
exclusive Winkles isolates ..Tb.$
Year Warranty Plan...Seethe Wielder crush rocks... bile
Int° a steel eloe without damaging er storming the stoker.

Everybody reads The Leader!

Robert Ditto of Breckimidge I cow which gave birth to a
county has a registered Holstein weighing 140 pounds.

St. Louis, (if') — Virtually the
entire chemistry class of Prof.
Roy McMaster arrived late at
Washington University.
"Capt. Johnson, the ROTC officer, held us," each uniformed
Food Disagreed With Her
student explained.
And Headaches Often
As the professor resumed his
Put Her In Bed, States
lecture, a co-ed timidly opened
Mrs. Slayden. Regrets She
the door and slipped into her
Did
Not Try Retonga
seat. The professor glowered and
Years Ago
demanded:
"Sick headaches from indiges"Well, did Capt. Johnson hold
tion and sluggish elimination
you, too?"
sometimes were so severe I had
to go to bed, but Retonga brought
Boards Warned Not
me surprisingly prompt relief
To Cut Teachers' Pay
Frankfort, (iP) — A 11 public from all this distress and now
school superintendents are be- my housework is no longer a
ing advised that additional state burden," happily states Mrs. Emfinancial aid during the next ma L. Slayden, respected houseschool year will not be legally wife of Route 1, Cunningham,
available if local funds for teach- Tenn.
"I suffered terribly from sour
er salaries are decreased, the
distress
Education Department announced. indigestion and the
from stomach gas frequently was
Eggs should be wiped with a so terrible I could _hardly get
damp cloth but never washed be- my breath," continued Mrs.
fore storing. Washing remove Slayden. "My appetite was very
the protective film that seals the poor and I was very careful
pores of the egg and helps keep about my diet but I still sufferout bacteria and odors.
ed. Sluggish elimination brought

HOUSEWORK EASY NOW
SHE THANKS RETONGA
on awful headaches which w
last for two days. Often I w
have to give up and go to
Strong laxatives gave me
a little temporary relief. I
extremely restless and it
impossible to get refr
sleep.
"Retonga brought me wo
ful relief. I now rest well ,
feel so mush stronger by h
work is a pleasure instead
burden. I eat anything and
joy every mouthful. I have
gained five pounds. The sl
elimination is relieved
are those terrible headaches,
only regret is that I did not
Retonga years ago."
Retonga is intended to r
distress due to insufficient
of digestive juices in the
mach, loss of appetite, Vi
B-1 deficiency and constipa
Accept no substitute. Re
may be obtained at Daw
—
Drug Store.

Cornerstone Laid
For State's First
New Tb. Hospital

With the exception of strawisestlberries and cherries, it
mated that 95 percent of the
fruit crop in Elliott county was
frost killed.

YOU CANT AFFORD 10 SHOVEL COM

Frankfort, May 14 — With
April's traffic count dropping
back to parallel that of 1941 at
the close of the month, Kentucky's three remaining toll
bridges continued to show phenomonal revenue increases, according to J. Stephen Watkins,
commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Highways.
Traffic is 95% of the 1941 annual average, while collections
at State-owned toll
bridges
jumped from $53,161.90 for the
first four months in 1941 to
$79,929.27 in a like period this
year, an overall increase of 50%.
"Livermore bridge shows the
greatest increase in revenues for
retiring its outstanding bonds,"
Mr. Watkins pointed out. "January, 1946, was 113% over January, 1941. The bridge shows
gains of 85.t% in February,
99.9% in March, 86.4% in April.
Next. in percentage increases is
the Rockport bridge, with 62%
in January, 50.8% in February,
63% in March, 49.5% in April."

Maybe She Was
The Captain,. Professor

If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Need"Si

LAXATIVE?
Illack-Dieught Is
1-Usually prompt
vurtieur thorough
g.Anways aleonopoleid

Wounded

American

Soldiers

Of

Normandy -

France, June 8, I944—Army Signal Corp Picture

The increasing histories's.e of veterans' affairs particularly
mammas the V. F. W. sale of Buddy Poppies this year. la
supporting the V. F V. National Home at Eaton Rapids,
Michigan, this poppy sale gives the orphaned children of
veteraae an opportunity in life equal to that enjoyed by the
average Americas child. These are both splendid purposes
which recowasised to ail as wearing of a Buddy Poppy
the year.

Never hi history have so many
SO much he defense of
America — and mimed so Weis
in reliant.
To most Americana, World
War H ended on V.1F-Day. But
for nearly 100,000 men confined to government hospitals—
and for countless thonssads of
other disabled veterans whose minds and bodies bear the cruel
scars of conflict—World War H will never be over. After 27
years of pain-racked experience and suffering, thousands of
disabled AEF veterans of 1917-18 know this as the heart-breaking"truth.
In the present difficult period of readjustment, the nationwide rehabilitation service of the Veterans of Foreign Wars is
doing those things for veterans which the government is unable to do la their behalf—those things they cannot do for
themselves.
The men who have gives their lives — in times of war — to
help make America a good country in which to live—in times
of peace--sleep restlessly in their honored graves. Their souls
given

will repose in peace only if we
who live remain true to their
memory; only if we who were
untouched by the brutality of
war will never let ourselves forget how much we owe to those
who did the fighting.
When you wear a Buddy
Poppy on Memorial Day, Amerlea's disabled and needy veterans will know that your interest in
their welfare is practical and sincere. Why is this true? Because
every penny of the proceeds of the annual sale of Buddy Poriipies
is devoted exclusively to veteran welfare and rehabilitatios,and
to the care and protection of homeless orphans of veterans.
As America's traditional "flower of remembrance," the Buddy
Poppy is a symbol of our loyalty to that vast army of war vetemits who must face the future with physical and economic
handicaps.
Wear a Buddy Poppy on Memorial Day. Be counted among
those who believe that practical and sympathetic assistance for
the living—rather than imposing monuments—is the finest Way
to honor the vivid memory of America's hero dead.

This ad sponsored by the following:
Littlepage's Grocery
West End Food Store
Quinn's Grocery
L H. Lowry
Hart's Service Station
Smith's Furniture Store
William's Texaco Service Station Mark Cunningham Insurance
Stegar Lumber Yard
0. B. Russell Lumber & Groceries Mitchell Implement Co.
E. B. Vinson's Service Station
Princeton Livestock Co.
Beshears Bros. Sawmills
Watson Coal & Feed Co.
Princeton Hosiery Mills
Bodenhamer Cleaners
Ladds Barber Shop
Princeton Implement Co.
General Auto Supply Creasey & Son
Shell Service Station Phone No. 442-J
People's Service Store Joe McMican, Pro
Wadlington Cafe
Catlett's Cafe
Winstead Jewelry
Cherry's Restaurant
Stucco Inn
Sweeney Grocery
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Dam Break Costs Street, Water, Sewers
$25,000 At Park Asked For New School
Recreation Unit

)1. land Gift

State
Near Henderson Hard
Hit Sunday

. R. Cummins Named
o Head Famine Emerncy Committee

Henderson, (A')—An earth dam
* vote of thanks to Mr. and
Audubon State Park near
at
recorded
Ratliff,
avi. Richard
burst and unloosed swirlhere
on
the minutes of proceedings
ing waters from a 15-acre artijonday night's City Council
ficial lake which caused damordered as an ex'salon' was
age estimated at $30,000 to the
• -ession of appreciation of the
;
park, farms and nearby resiI • t, ft of about an acre of land ad:
dences.
disposal
sewage
City's
the
(cent
,
J. D. Berry, maintenance
, ki.larkt. Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff gave
supervisor of State parks for
,11 1e land to the city when an
western Kentucky, estimated the
.1er to buy the plot was made.
damage. He said cause of the
he land will be used in extendbreak, which occurred late Sunkgand enlarging the sewage
day night, had not been deterisposal plant, an official said.
mined.
Appointment of Kelsey R.
Damage to the dam itself and
iummins as chairman of the
to park installations was set by
1.rinceton Famine Emergency
7korrunittee was announced. Mr.
Berry at $25,000. He estimated
k..urnmins will complete the coindamage to nearby property at
iittee by naming additional IN GRADUATION PROCESSION —President Trimian, accompanied by president Walter Pope $5,000. Livestock and poultry
;embers, Mayor Cash said.
Binns (in glasses and robe) of William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo., and followed by two mili- were reported missing and precommunication from National tary aides, walks behind the flag bearers heading the procession across the campus at graduation sumed drowned.. Crops of corn
hairman Chester C. Davis, re- ceremonies. The chief executive was conferred with an honorary degree of doctor of laws at the and tobacco in the vicinity also
; nesting appointment of a local ceremony. (AP Wirephoto)
were inundated and damaged.
isi•ummittee, emphasized urgency
Sartin.
Sue
'conserving wheat products and
Junior department: Mrs. C. H. Prices Steady Monday
its in order to help in feeding
hungry world and sought the
Jaggers, Supt.; teachers and On Livestock Market
(Continued from front page)
o-operatian of all people.
picture film with which to take workers, Mrs. Olan Leftwich,
Prices were steady on the
Fire Chief Conway Lacey and
moving pictures of the school in Mrs. Dorothy Nichols and Miss Princeton Livestock Market Mon5 thers reported relative to a fire
action. This picture will be Jeanette Tally.
day compared with sales a week
Church Destroyed By
!hool held at Henderson last
shown on the closing night of
deand
Youth
ago, it was announced by Brad
Intermediate
Big Wind Late Friday
• ,eek. Attending the school, repthe school. Every child will get partments: Mrs. T. L. Amos, Lacy, manages. Total sold was
esenting Princeton's fire departAfternoon
into the picture.
Supt.; teachers and workers, Mrs. 1,377 head. Baby beeves topped
'1% lent in addition to Fire Chief
(By Associated Press)
Extra special: — The Hop- J. Lester McGee, Mrs. Dudley at $16; No. 1 veals, $16.50, and
acey, were Assistant Chief
Marion —Deputy Sheriff Ray kinsville Radio Station .has in- Smith and George Webb.
hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs, 120
:lyde Kercheval, I. C. Glover Wilson said a storm of tornadic
vited us to bring the school to
pounds and up, sold at ceiling
p .,nd Jesse Chambliss, members intensity struck between Mexico
its studios for a half-hour radio Everybody reads The Leader: prices.
f the department.
of
south
and Crane, a few miles
broadcast on Friday, June 7th.
here, Friday afternoon late, and This program will be prepared
swept northward, causing con- during the school and every
siderable property damage. No child will have a part in it.
loss of life or injuries were re(Continued from front page)
Other features will include:
11 those veterans, old and young, ported.
Bible drills, workshop and hand.
Ii
The Crittenden county officer iwork, music drills, directed re.'hey would make an epic of ser:ice and suffering for the se- said damage apparently was con- creation, light refreshments for
urity of America.
centrated between Mexico and the smaller children, the annual
"Making the poppies has two the river. Freedom church was picnic and dozens of other thrills
mportant benefits for the dis- demolished and other wooden and benefits for every child in
tbled veterans," Mrs. Nuckols structures were blown down or attendance.
iontinued. "First, it enables unroofed. The U. S. Coal & Coke
The faculty will be composed
hem to earn money. The Amen - Co. suffered about $2,000 damof the following persons: Super, :an Legion Auxiliary pays them age.
intendent, Rev. J. •Lester Mc4'; 'or every poppy they make. To
4
Wilson said persons in the af- Gee; nursery department, Mrs.
e 1111. actually earn some money again fected area told him "two black
F. K. Wylie, superintendent;
, is an encouraging experience for clouds appeared to go together
teachers and workers, Mrs. HarWhich do you expact to own? How much will
these men, after long months of and streak along the ground in
ry Hale, Mrs. Woodson Gray
helplessness. Most of them sent a half-mile wide path."
they cost? Check this Hit and so* how big
and Miss Nancy Cardin.
he money home to their families.
Providence, Dixon, Owensboro
Y
Beginners' department: Mrs.
your "hope fund" should be.
valuable
is
work
the
"Second,
and Henderson, north to EvansBoitnott, Supt.; teachers
as occupational therapy. It occu- ville, Ind., reported hail of vary- Don
and workers, Mrs. 0. T. Strong,
pies their hands and minds and ing intensity and duration.
Mrs. Charles Baugh and Miss
ESTIMATED COST
CHECK ITEMS YOU WANT
helps them get well.
Frank T. Street of Henderson
"I hope everyone who puts on weather recorder for the govern Cleo Byford.
Primary department: Mrs. B.
• I a „poppy on Poppy Day will look ment, said the hail may hay
O Start a business of your own
L. Paris, Supt.; teachers and
*i closely at the little flower and
cro
grain
the
to
damage
caused
workers, Mrs. Charles Hubbard,
think of the men who made the
but expressed the belief orchard .Mrs. Frank Webb and Miss Mary
poppies, what they have been
escaped unharmed.
O Home of your own—or a new
'rough, what they art still enOwensboro, Henderson a n
ing because of their war setEvansville also reported a heavy
wee. Then it will be understood
RELIABLE child sitter. Phone
.,that the poppy is not just a ma-„, rainfall.
Fierce winds followed by ra'
It
D Summer cottage—including $
586-W.
chine-made tag, but a carefully
,. shaped symbol of remembrance also struck at Hanson, demolishland
FOR TRUCKING and Hauling
, t •niade by the disabled in honor ing several houses, smashin
William S. Guess at 338-J,
call
L.
and
an
disrupting
windows
of their departed comrades."
Service Cab Co., opposite
N. railroad telegraph service.
121 College education for
Princeton Hotel and I. C. DeThrough the cooperation of the
children
ltc
pot.
Garrard county dairymen sol
Farm Bureau, FFA and 4-H
o
worth
than
$80,000
more
.0. clubs, Wayne county has 21 enFOR SALE—Chrysler motors
cream and whole milk last year
tries in the corn derby.
▪ Trip to Europe
and Dodge Truck motors. Also
good tractor plow. Hodge Motor Sales. Washington St. Phone
(:1 Retirement before
W.Q. RAMAGE, D.C.
W. D. RAMAGE, D.C.
lt1
87.
_ 60
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Tornado Strikes
In Crittenden

Methodist Bible

Extension of Short street
through/ the new county school
property, a distance of 910 feet,
and of water and sewer lines to
to the property was requested of
the City Council Monday night
by Supt. Edw. F. Blackburn. The
matter was referred to proper
committees by Mayor W. L.
Cash.
Mr. Blackburn said core drillers
had completed the work of testing for foundations for the new
$240,000 school building and

found that "spread" foundations
would be necessary, as the required rock was not struck.
He said the new school will
face toward Main street, with
the extension of Short street running down the building's east
side. It Is planned to construct
a driveway in front of the building, with parking area. No extension of Locust street was requested of the Council at this
time, altho it has been anticipated
this would come later.

Declares Highways
Of Nation Unsafe

Card Of Thanks

Detroit, May 2 VII—A "rising
tide of accidents" proves America's highways are "overloaded,
inadequate and unsafe," Thomas
H. MacDonald, federal commissioner of public roads, said here
today.
MacDonald, addressing the Economic club of Detroit, said work
totaling a half billion dollars in
costs awaits a start when materials, labor and equipment become available. The war, he
said, caused a "highway construction holiday for five years."

The family of Mrs. M. A.
Piercy wishes to thank each and
every one for their kindness
and assistance to our beloved
Mother during her sickness and
death. May God bless each and
every one of you.

Masonic Meeting

Clinton Lodge No. 82 wil observe its 120th anniversary on
evening of May 24th, 1946.
Lunch will be served at 6:30
P. M. Members of all the degrees
and visiting brothers welcome to
the lunch. Master Mason's degree
will be conferred at 7:30.
Brother J. Lester McGee will
KPA To Meet In June
an interesting and inLexington —(1P) — Secretary bring us
structive message.
Kenthe
of
Portmann
R.
Victor
Earl Adams, Master
tucky Press Association said the
it
G. W. Towery, Secretary
mid-summer convention would
be held at Lexington June 28-29.
The Amazon river basin is alOver 95 percent of the world's most as large as the United
diamonds are produced in Africa. States.

New Car Prices
Increased Again
Hike Of 5 Percent
Granted To Offset
Costlier Materials
Washington, (W) — Prices sy
new cars, already boosted be.
cause of higher wages, are going.
up again—this time an average
of four to five percent to offset costlier steel and parts.
Disclosing this Monday, a hiee
OPA official told a reporter
privately the hike probably win
go into effect within 10 days.
He said OPA hopes this will
be the last of the auto price in.
creases required under the administration's liberalized wage.
price policy.
Under it, retail prices for most
cars were boosted from El to
$60 in March and April to compensate for wage increases granted in the industry.
Figuring an average of five
percent, the new increase will
add $60 to the price of a $1,200
car. However, the hike for auks
in this price range may be lea
than the average.
In any case, the entire increase
will be passed on to the public.
OPA has said
dealers' profit
margins will not be trimmed
any more.
Price ceilings on most new
auto parts were removed several
months ago. OPA has stated it
expected some increase and that
it would have had to autho
higher prices if ceilings had been
maintained.

4
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Chiropractor Clinic
X-RAY SERVICE
PHONES 3 and 678-W

WANTED— Two girls to share
room or small apartment. For
ltp
information, call 715.

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Mrs: WOO to 11:0() and 1:00 to 4:00 — Closed Thurs. P.M.
MINN

WANTED — Cotton
Leader.

rags.

The

D "See America" tour

o Farm or ranch
O "Rainy-day fund" for
emergencies

FOR SALE—A few new window
frames in two sizes. Phone
It
425.

O Add any others you can

FOR SALE—Naptha Gasoline.
R. M. Dunn on EddyvilleIt
Princeton Road.

TOTAL
NOW LIST WHAT YOU'VE GOT

ORDER CHICKS LOCALLY—
Avoid delays in delivery. See
the chicks you are buying.
Book orders now. Hatching
every Tuesday and Saturday.
Blood-tested, U. S. Approved,
Pullorum
controlled. Paramount Ha:chery, Eddyville,
Ky. Phone 3062.
tt

We have a new shipment of Cotton, Bemberg
and Butcher Linen Dresses.
Also some eyelet) for the
hot weather ahead.

See our collection today of thew new
dresses while stocks are complete — Hats to
match.

CASH
WAR BONDS $

TOTAL $

OUR STORE is not a Branch
Store of any one. We pay
Cash and sell for Cash and
no one to check up on us but
the 0. P. A. Cash's Cash
2t
Grocery

E moral is pretty clear, isn't it?

FOR SALE—Piano; reasonable.
418-J.

TH

BUY CHICKS LOCALLY—Avoid
chilling. Place orders now.
Hatching every Tuesday and
Saturday. All popular breeds
from carefully selected flocks.
Paramount Hatchery, Eddyvile, Ky. Phone 3062.

And smart Americana—tens of millions of 'em
—have found there is no better way on this green
earth to save than by putting money regularly
every payday into U. B. Savings Bonds... the

WE WANT TO BUY your wood
smoked hams, 25 lb.. and under. Lard, Bacon and Shoulder
Meat. We pay cash. Cash's
Cash Grocery, Phone 403. 2t
FOR SALE-70 acres land with
some timber, on rock road
near Highway 42, five miles
east of Princeton. Grover
2tp
Baker.
WIC have plenty of meal and
flour while It lasts, as bread
and milling stuff are becoming
/Carter every day. Cash's

• Cob

To get the things we want, we've got to save.

same gilt-edged investment formerly
you as War Bonds.

ARNOLD'S

known to

Let's get the things we want.

Let's stay on

The Plan.

That's why smart Americans—tens of millions

of'em—are staying on the Payroll Savings Plan.

IMPORTANT: Even

It's the surest way—the only way—millions have
ever been able to save anything bigger than nickels.

War Bonds were sold.

SAC TO EASY WAX..WY )1e
REFINERY SALES CORP.

if you're not'on this plan,
you con still buy U. S. Savings Bondi, Wherever

TIIROUN PAYROLL SAVINGS
THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
SULA AND ELIZA NALL
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FOR SALE—Two 32-volt Delco
plants; one 32-volt radio and
appliances. Clifton Osbourn,
ltp
209 Cave St.
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A Call From A Car

raft Boards
rdered To Call
hildless Men
Discharged Veterans
Excluded As Teen-agers
Are Exempted Under
Stop-Gap Law
By Associated Press)
WaShilledn—Selective Service

ordered local boards to call
•draft-eligible childless men 26
°ugh 29 for physical examin•
(ins.
This was the first step in carry• out President Truman's inactions to expand the draft to
ude these men. The President
d this is necessary "in order
save what we can from the
ar wreckage of the Selective
rvice system."
lie referred to legislation pushy Congress which extends
draft to July 1, but prohibits
duction of teen-age youths and
thers. Previously the top draft
e had been 25.
In a telegram to state Selective
ice officers, Draft Director
is B. Hershey ordered preuction examinations for childmen 26 through 29 whom
boards "believe may qualify
der existing physical and octional standards."
Hershey specifically excluded
•n who have been discharged
the armed forces. He said
that men with "manifest"
'cal disabilities should not
railed for examination.
The cases of men 26 through
should be "reopened and reSered," Nershey directed, if
y are found physically fit
' means they will be classified
I-A--available for military
ce—unless they qualify for
erment on an occupational

Robert E. Hannon, a St. Louis
newspaper reporter, telephones
his office from an automobile
in the first public test of a
new service through which
moving vehicles are linked by
radio to any telephone. (AP
Wirephoto)

Weed Cutter Does
Work Of Three Men

A weed cutter that does the
work of three men with scythes
is a part of the farm and home
equipment show of the Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics. The rotating
propeller-type blade is driven
by a gasoline motor. Bicycle
wheels make it a light but sturry machine for clipping weeds
In fencerows and other out-ofway places.
The farm and home equipment
show is a presentation of time
and labor-saving devices of special interest in this time of scarce
e War Department has esti- labor. Exhibited in many places
ted that there are about 15,- In the state, the show attracted
eligible men in the 26 to 30 wide attention.
group.
eanwhile influential senators
(Please turn to page two)

College Suggests
Ways To Save Food

Club President

County Gave $1103
To Fight Polio

Cutting down on the use of
Final reports of the March of
wheat, fats and oils so that the
Dimes in January show that
Caldwell county contributed a
hungry and starving people
total of $1,103.69 to this cause.
abroad may live, is urged by the
The total for the State, acKentucky College of Agriculture
cording to M. C. Browder, diand Home Economics.
rector of the drive, was $220,It is estimated that one slice
508.96. One half of this was sent
of every loaf of bread baked
to the National Foundation, for
every day is thrown away. That
research, education and epidemic
Is enough to give more than 2/
1
2
aid. Research and education are
million people in devastated
being carried on constantly and
countries three-fourths of
intensively, and as an example
pouticlued food a day. Other foods,
too, must be saved.
of epidemic aid, in 1944 when
1. Save margarine, butter, lard,
Kentucky had a severe epedecooking fats, salad oil, olive oil,
mic, the Foundation advanced
cooking oil, bread, crackers, rolls,
$100,000 to the Kentucky Chapcake pastries, spaghetti, macater, to help control the situation.
Mrs. Robt. E. Johnson
roni, noodles and all uncooked
The other half of the money
and prepared cereals except oatgiven has been plated in the
meal or oatmeal products.
treasury' of the Kentucky Chap2. Use potatoes instead of
ter, which is thus in position
bread or biscuits, one small serto give necessary aid to every
ving approximately equal to one
case of polio in the State. For"To-morrow — A Better Club, tunately so far this year
slice of bread.
there
3. Use fruits and custards in A Better State, A Better World", have been few cases, but epideplace of cakes and pies.
will be the emphasized theme mic time does not come until
4. Plan menus in adyance and
of the 51st Annual Convention late in June and reaches its
buy only the foods needed. Don't
peak in September.
of the Kentucky Federation of
hoard.
In this county the March of
5. Prepare and serve only as Women's Clubs in Lexington, Dimes was directed
by Miss
much as will be eaten.
May 21, 22, 23.
Mary Wilson Eldred and the
6. Broil, bake or boil foods, in"To evaluate our work of the following committee members:
stead of frying.
past and plan a unified pro- George 0. Eldred, C. A. Horn,
7. Serve creamed foods on gram for the future is the im- Billy
McElroy, Edward Blackbaked potato instead of on toast. portant work of this convenburn, Mrs. John Ed Young, Mrs
8. Store fats in a cool, dry tion", states Mrs. Robert E. John- Iley
McGough and Mrs. Henry
place and reuse as much as pos- son, Lawrensburg, in her ofSevison.
sible; take all unused fat to the ficial call.
butcher.
More than 500 delegates from
9. Keep bread in a dry, cool 222 clubs, representing 15,000
place to prevent mold.
members in Kentucky, are ex10. Use all bread crusts and pected
(By Mrs. Virgil Watson)
to attend the convention.
heels.
Seven new clubs and 1200 memGerald Sigler spent Thursday
bers have been added this year. with his sister, Mrs. Noah Baker.
Grass Men To Meet
Mrs. Harold Wilson, president
Mrs. Dema Watson spent a few
The Southeastern Grassland of the Princeton Woman's Club, days in Eddyville last week.
Curley Morse, of Detroit, spent
Conference will be guest of the said the local unit probably
Kentucky Agricultural Experi- will be represented at the State last week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morse.
ment Station at Lexington May meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hillyard,
23, 24 and 25. In attendance will
of Calif., are visiting his parents,
be forage crops experts from exBlack
Market
Babies
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hillyard.
periment stations in the southBetty Rowland spent Sattsrday
eastern states, Soil Conservation Rival Nylons, Claim
Service workers, county agents
Louisville, (R)—Brig. H. W. night with Marlene Brown.
Mr and Mrs. Carmon Egbert
and other persons interested in Young, divisional commander of
the growing of grass.
the Salvation Army in Louisville, and daughter, Brenda Kay, of
said babies are being placed ft* Detroit, are visiting friends and
sale on the black market in-in- relatives here.
Pauline and Christine Sheridan
creasing numbers here and elsewhere throughout the country. spent Sunday with Patty Oliver.
Louise Mitchell spent last week
The infants frequently are sold
for large sums, Young said, add- in Shady Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Brown
ing they are bartered "as though
they were nylon stockings" by and children and Mrs. Henry Olipersons who make "easy prey" ver attended the funeral of Mrs.
Brown's uncle' in Wheatcroft
of unmarried mothers.
He said the Salvation Army last Wednesday.
Dora Hopkins spent last weekis taking "increasing precautions
against this illegal traffic" be- end with Cleo McChesney.
Mr. Bernice Witty, of Hopkinscause many of the babies are
vile, spent Friday night with
born in the organization's hospiMr. Gordon Brown.
tals for unmarried mothers.
Juvenile Judge Lawrence
Wetherby said he had received Sheep Subsidies
informal complaints of the black
During May and June governmarket in babies, "but there was ment payments offer Kentucky
never a particular case we could sheep raisers $2 per 100 pounds
put a finger on."
for laYnbs weighing 65 to 90
Wetherby predicted recent leg- pounds and $2.65 for lambs
islation would curb the practice weighing over 90 pounds, where
because it prohibits the release sold for slaughter. The subsidy
of a baby by parents until after on all other sheep and lambs is
the infant is 13 months old.
$1 per 100 pounds.

Farmers Forced
To Form Co-ops
By 8ad System
Short Course Speaker
Says Farm Organizations
Foster Reasonable
Prices, Pay Taxes

Women's Clubs To
Meet At Lexington

Farmersville News

Especially
for Our
FUTURE
CUSTOMERS
Hi Mom!

Number 47

THEY PAINTED THE WRONG HOUSE — The Kilbride brothers,
Harry (left) and Gene, enjoy a laugh with Mrs. Edna MacGregor
(right), tenant of a house in the Brighton section of Boston,
Mass., after the brothers discovered they should have been painting a home two doors away. They said it was the biggest mistake they had made in 11,201 jobs. The brothers had to restore
the original colors to the house they had painted by mistake before moving two doors away to paint the correct house. (AP
Wirephoto)

Truman's Right Hand Man
Handy With His Left, loo
(By Frank I. Weller, AP News- representative to foreign nations
features Writer)
the President gave Locke the
Washington—Edwin A. Locke, job.
It's said that Locke, in his
Jr., President Truman's new special assistant, weighs only 150 new job, will head up governpounds for his six feet, but he ment reorganization — but anyused to lead gang fights against one who's been around Washlocal toughs every day his mob ington very long knows that
got off thg trolly car that took stuff has been going on to no
them to day school in Newton, avail since Andrew Jackson laid
down the dogma that to the
Mass.
He says that his father, a victor belongs the spoils.
Locke has been in China so
Boston doctor, used to make
him pound a piano, but that he often he calls Generalissimo
finally busted up the black keys Chiang Kai-shek "The Imo." He
fighting for freedom.
says "The Imo" is a shrewd and
very fine fellow — and gets a
He told me about his job:
"We are trying to think in a chuckle out of a wisecrack when
young way. . . vigorously, fresh- he understands it. Stalin, he
ly and without prejudice. Me, says, gives with a bellylaugh
I'm just a little drop in a big pronto.
bucket."
Locke is a Harvard man and
Locke. 35, came here from the rowed for his alma mater in
Chase National Bank in 1840 to the Henly (British) regatta—
handle foreign economic rela- rowed his team to defeat. He
tions for the War Production traveled all over the world tuBoard. He became No. 1 assist- toring sons of rich men. He is
ant to Donald Nelson, then WPB a fool for chocolate cake. A
chairman, and traveled with Chesapeake
retriever
named
Nelson to England, Russia, Can- "Buster" taught him to swim.
ada, Australia and New Zea- The dog saved his younger
land. When Nelson resigned in brother, "Fergie" from drown1945 as Mr. Truman's personal
(Please turn to page two)

Lexington, (JP)—Farmers have
been forced to organize co-operatives by a bad economic system which has them squeezed
between buying at retail and
selling at wholesale, W. G. Wy- sor of the Southern States Cooperative, Richmond, Va., said
here.
Addressing the closing session
of a co-operative short course
at the University of Kentucky,
Wysor said the practice had been
bad economy for the whole.
country as well as inequitable
for farmers.
He denied what he termed
"widely publicized propaganda"
that co-ape do not pay taxes,
declaring that the 10,300 farm
co-opetatives in the country pay
all taxes except federal income
tax. Forty-six percent of them
pay that tax, too, he said.
Following the first state cooperative law, the Bingham Act:
passed in Kentucky in 1921, all
states have adopted laws permitting farm co-operatives, he
stated, with 35 to 40. percent of
all farmers in the United States
holding memberships.
Dr. E. A. Perragaux of the
American Instituie of Co-operation, Philadelphia, declared farm.
co-operatives
have established
themselves in the capitalistic
system by performing a service
for the general welfare and not
just for their patrons.
He said the place of the co- .
operative in a capitalistic system
was to promote changes and improvements in marketing and
distributing farm products. They
often can obtain higher prices
for farmers and at the same
time lower prices to consumers,
he stated.
"Co-operative farm organizations can foster reasonable pri
develop efficiencies, widen market opportunities and stimulate
improvement in quality, standards and grading," Dr. Perregaux stated.
Approximately 150
persons
registered during the three-day
course.
The petroleum industry is one
of the youngest of the large
American industries.
Oil dug from the earth is one 1
of the oldest materials known to
,•
'
mankind.

Do ypu know where Mary's mom bought
that cute dress I told you about? At
Sears.She said her mom does all her
shopping there bedluse they just
have everything and it's so easy to
4
shop there. Mary showed me
4
Sears big new catalog and
4
is it nice! Let's go over
now and see it. I just
bet you'll like it too!

"•Se
Dainty little frocks of handwashable batiste in light blue Of
.SOWY
white. Some wills collars, some without. • . all carefully
flnished. Uses
up to One year. Were
1.59.
No. 29 V 545
139
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_
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Striped Overalls
85c
1199dolly for the 1-4 snuvrik,
Ens
*9% cotton crepe sleepers
wit,'
Inlhiting juvenile prints. Cciesfy
sh",_ 1-fiseve, l -piece style with
'vs* wet.
Ile 29 E 3442
93s
USE SEARS EASY PAYMENT PLAN
THE CONVENIENT WAY TO BUY

Telephone 790
07 W. Court Square

OF RAYON AND
COTTON DRESSES
AT

THIS

THIS

CITY

EXCLUSIVELY
STORE

IN

4.98 Range 5.90
Fresh pastels with bold appliques and band
inserts in white or contrasting colors. Pretty
little prints, girlishly gay! Cotton stripes,
merrier still with eyelet edging or pique cutouts stitched around pocket or neck! 9-20.
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Draft Boards Call

(Continued from front page)
advanced two plans to get early
%) Senate approval of a teen-age
%.!(! draft under a year's extension of
Selective Service and then come
' to grips quickly with the House
on the •hot issue.
Advocates of both agreed that
the stop-gap draft extension will
fall short of providing men /needir 6
t..
ed by the armed forces even
•,1 ',‘ 1 ;; t with the draft net widened to
"r .1 take men up to 30 years old.
The Thomas bill calls for a
L.
full year extension with 18 and
.:17;
'iov k 19 year olds subject to induction,
an increase in pay for enlisted
men of all services, and release
.*1 of ail fathers so desiring, toI
! 411 gether with all draftees who have
•
served eighteen months or longer.
The second plan, advanced by
. ‘.1
4. Senator Hill (D-Ala.), Democral„1 1 .1 tic whip, with support of some
Republican senators, calls for the
i3
Senate to take up the draft ac
this week even if it means ternporary putting aside pending
.ç
01 anti-strike legislegation.
He and Senator Austin, Ver•
mont, ranking Republican memt bee of the military committee,
0 said they are confident the Sen• j;:
ate will approve the year's ex.
tension along with induction of
ri 18 and 19-year-olds.
Hill told a reporter that parents and teen agers had exerted
',
pressure for exemption of the 18
'
'14!

easurY H
ddress
7

Right Hand Man

Irish Are Urged
To Give In Famine

(Continued from front page)
ing. Fergie became the great
Harvard halfback who caught
a Yale kickoff and ran the field
for a touchdown in 1933.
Locke says Fergie's run has
made him, Eddie, a success ever
since.
rhiang Kai-shek calls Eddie
t h e "champion rat-killer of
Chungking." One night he stunned a varmint so big you could
saddle it, by hurling a shoe across his room. The Chinese
guard revived the rat and scolded Eddie. He said they didn't
kill rats in China—that when
one visited a man's house it was
a sign he was rich and a good
provider.
One day he was waiting in
an ante-room to see Stalin. A big
Russian soldier sat down beside
him, grinned all over, looked
in his English language book
d said:
"I . . . tuff . . you
American."
Eddie knew just enough Russian to reply:
"Much . . . obliged."

Rosslare Harbour, Erie—(R)—
The Irish Farmers Gazette urges
Erie to eat less eggs, have two
meatless days weekly and plant
fourth bigger acreage than
last year to help feed the world's
starving. Pointing out Ireland
was not invaded, it adds:
has
"If we think of what
spared us, we must out of gratitude make many sacrifices for
those in want."

pod

Soap For Poland
Warsaw—M---Poles should be
able to keep themselves clean,
even if they may be short on
food. An official announcement
said nearly 5,000,000 pounds of
Soap is being supplied by the
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration.
and 19 year olds but this action
'3utd require iathers and 1
service men to remain on duty.
"No one has challenged the
minimum manpower requirement of the Army and the Navy,"
Hill said. "We can't get them
from the 20-30 age group and
everybody knows that. That
means that 125,000 inducted
fathers and possibly as many as
600,000 men with long overseas
service must stay on duty as long
as the 18 and 19 year-olds go
free."

We have a complete line of

YOUTHS IN DEATH CASE SERVE AS PALLBEARERS —Three
sad-faced youths, recommended for detention by a coroner's
jury in the fatal shooting of a buddy, Cecil Graveline, Jr., serve
as pallbearers at his funeral services at Los Angeles, Calif. Testimony at the inquest indicated they participated in a wild shooting affray which started out in fun, during a desert hunting
trip. Left to right they are: Alfred Smith, 16; William Felix, 17,
and James C. Helm,'15. (AP Wirephoto)

reterance In

•TABLE MODELS
•FLOOR MODELS
Both hand operated and power driven
Priced from

$27.50
Phone 321

By Rowland Evans, Jr.
Washington — One employment field in which veteran
are getting preference rights
in the federal civil service.
The Veterans Preference a
of 1944 followed the suggestio
of President Roosevelt when h
said "it is absolutely impossible
to take millions of our youn
men out of their normal put
suits for the purpose of fightin
to preserve the nation, and the
expect them to resume their normal activities without havin
any special consideration show
them."
Right now civil service is
the muddle of reconversion. Dur
ing the war all new position
under C.S. jurisdiction were pu
on a "war service" basis—go
for the duration plus six months
War service regulations were
ended by a Presidential order
last February.
The Veterans Preference a
gives non-disabled veterans
both men and women, a fie
point preference on C.S. exam
inations. Disabled ex-service peo
pie get a ten-point preference

ii Service
list of eligibles certified for C.S.
positions. Tbis process virtually
assures them a job if jobs are
available.
Ever since the Civil War, and
long before the Civil Service
act of 1883, special consideration
has gone to veterans desiring
work in the federal branch of
the government.
But the Veterans Preference
act of 1944 extends by far the
most liberal benefits. Preference
goes even to widows of veterans
and to wives of veterans who
themselves are so disabled as
to be unable to qualify for C.S.
jobs.
Widows get a ten-point preference whether or not their
husbands' deaths were due to
service.
Veterans with a service-connected disability rated 10 percent or more who went to work
for civil service under the war
regulations setup can get their
war service appointments made
permanent if they've held their
jobs for a year.
Until C.S. gets back on its old
familiar ground once again, and
tabis
e "

His Kingdom For A
Horse(Must Be White)
Sydney — (oP) — Some people
when they see a white horse
stamp their palms with their
thumbs for good luck. T. Piper
of Sydney when he sees one
wants to go grab a hunk of its
hair. A broommaker, Piper needs
white horsehair for decoration
of the corners of good brooms
and other such work, but he
has trouble getting it. He is
going to preoxide blonds for
bleaching hints.

Bendix
A Word of Real Value
to the Wives
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Likes Balbo Rye

Thei

Earl B. Combs, farmer and
former baseball player and coach,
told County Agent J. L. Miller
about his balbo rye. He sowed
a bushel and a half to the acre
and grass seed on 6% acres of
tobacco land. On March 1 he
turned 20 head of 500-pound
cattle and three head of workstock on the field. After pasturing a month the rye v.as 6 to
10 inches high.

Bent/fix automatic 440~

2a4oubut

B. N. Lusby Co.
Phone 88

Membership in the U. S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary is now limited
to owners of boats, airplanes and
amateur radio stations.
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appointments to federal positions
under C.S. jurisdiction are strictly temporary, and hiring can be
done by individual government
agencies. It will be many months
before examinations for all types
of positions are ready.
Veteran placements in federal
C.S. jobs jumped almost 300
percent from August to December of last year. In December
56,000 veteran placements were
made. January and February
registered a slight decline. Figures since February are not yet
available.

Tots Cooking Breakfast
Set House On Fire

Readers of this newspaper are served by The Asso-'
"elated Press.
The lefts's, A.P., have become the symbol of swift,
accurate, impartial reporting of the news, the world over.
Our A.P. is a mutual, non-profit association, owned
by the newspapers It serves. its staff of thousands of
'reporters and editors work from offices in 150 capitals
and cities on six continents. Its system of wires, tables
and wireless channels, brings the news from far sides
of the earth with lightning speed.
Wherever men make news, you can depend on our

Cantonsville, Md.—(,—Freddie Lissau, 3% years old, woke
up his sister Carolyn, 2%, at 5
a.m. and took her to the kitchen
to cook breakfast.
Their mother, Mrs. Georgia
Lissau, heard
screams. She
rushed from a second floor bedroom, grabbed the children from
the flaming kitchen, telephoned
the fire department, and ran
from the house.
Richard Lissau, the father, had
to jump from a porch roof in
his shorts when flames blocked
the stairway. Fire badly damaged
the house.
Freddie said Carolyn decided
to fry "pancakes," using her
comic books as batter.

We hay
SO corn,
See the
tor':
•Trigg.
•Conve

Associated Press.

Everything For
The Office
Pencil Sharpeners $2.00
Adding Machin. Rolls
$1.50 Doz.
Metal Office Waste
Baskets $2.50
Rubber stamps made to order
"Mail orders promptly filled"

Koplcinsville, Kentucky

Fresh As A Summer Bouquet
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY FOR ALL-SUMMER WEAR
•Chambrays
•Sheers
Women's 38 to 44

•Eyelets
•Linens
•Gingham:
•5eersuckers
•And many other fabrics
Misses 10 to 20

Juniors 7 to 15
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Head To
pddress UK Grads

IredSUP/

UK To Offer
Radio Instruction

110 Fred M. Vinson, Secrethe Treasury, will adtary of
graduating seniors of the
tires
Kentucky at the
DinyeraltY of
commencement
au annual June
exercises to be held at the State
night, June 7,
•• sity Friday
vinver
eSwcilomFimeeldn.cement speaker, a
Kentuckian, was born in
Wive
Lao and had served his counlegislative, judicial
try in the
branches of govgni executive
ernment prior to his appointTreasment as Secretary of the
ury, last July 16.
his congresHe represented
. penal district as congressman;
weed as associate justice of the
Appeals for the
U. S. Court of
District of Columbia; was director of the Office of Economic
Stabilization from 1943 to 1945,
when he was named Federal
Loan Administrator by President
velt, and later in the same
year Wag named-Wha...,Mobilizabon Director. It was from' this
office he was called by President TOGETHER
IN LEPER COLONY? — Major Hans Hornbostel
Truman to become Secretary of
gently kisses his wife's forehead at San Francisco,
Treasury.
Calif., as he
the
presses his petition to enter the leper colony at
Carville, La.,
Mr. Vinson was graduated
with his wife, who, they say, contracted leprosy while
a prisoner
from Central Normal College,
of the Japanese at Santo Tomas interment camp,
Manila, P. I.
and Centre College, and holds
(AP
Wirephoto)
honorary degrees from Centre
and the University of Kentucky.
Seed dealers in Clay county
reported that enough hybrid Bad Egg Losses
corn was sold locally to plant Million A Year
Names For Houses
Malden, Eng. — (R) — Prefab 4,000 acres.
That Kentucky Poultrymen
tenants in Malden will name
The Christian County Farm lose approximately a million doltheir own houses—and get a Bureau has arranged to buy and lars a year in unusable eggs benante-plate from the borough distribute 500 pounds of Ky. 31 cause roosters run with flocks,
surveyor.
fescue grass seed.
was stated by poultry specialists
at the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
They urged that the slogan,
"Swat the rooster," again be
practiced throughout the state.
Infertile eggs, produced without
roosters, keep better than do fertile eggs which start to incubate
at 68 degrees. Now that the
hatching season is about over,
male birds are surplus in the
flock, and only add to the cost
of the feed bill, the specialists
pointed out.

Makes Aprons For
Department Store
Although Mrs. Otto Betz of
Campbell county doesn't consider
herself a seamstress, she used
her new electric sewing machine
so effectively that she made and
sold aprons to a department
store in Cincinnati for almost
$250 in the past five months.
Mrs. Betz' venture began soon
after she attended a gift-ideas
lesson at the Highland Homemakers' club, of which she is
program chairman. Mother of
two children, she does some of
the sewing for herself and her
daughter.

Beginning with the 1946 fall
quarter, in September, the University of Kentucky will offer
for the first time courses in radio, through its newly established
Deailment of Radio Arts.
A
survey course running
through three quarters and titled
"Radio Today" will be open to
all students in the University
and, will cover every phase of
present-day broadcasting. Visithag lecturers from radio stations
and networks will appear before
the classes, and several trips to
nearby stations will be made.
All students except freshmen
will be eligible to take courses
in radio announcing and radio
acting, each of which will run
one quarter and will include
considerable laboratory work, in
addition to conventional classroom recitations. Disk and wire
recordings will enable students
to hear their own defects and
check their progress.
Courses in radio regulations,
radio script writing, and radio
production, to be offered on an
advanced level, are scheduled
for the fall of 1947, at which
time a complete major in radio
arts will be available.
Having a long tradition in
radio work, extending back to
1929, when the first programs
over WHAS, Louisville, were
made from the University's remote studios, such broadcasts
have been maintained and expanded to include also regular
programs over WLAP,Lexington.
A Listening Center system for
the Mountains of Kentucky was
established in 1933, which has
become world-famous.
The University of Kentucky
studios won a Peabody award
several years ago for pioneer
work in venereal disease ,broadcasts, and more recently the
University established WEIKY,
which is today Kentucky's oldest
frequency modulation station. All
of these facilities will be available to students enrolled in the
radio arts courses.

More Turkeys In
Washington County
Production of broadbreastec'
turkeys in Washington county is
on the increase, according to
County Agent Troll Young. Joe
0. Cleveland started 200 poults
with an electric brooder in a
new house recently completed.
Mrs. Everett Mudd also started
100 poults. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Cocanougher completed a brooder house with electric brooder
and will raise 100 or more poults
and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Cocanougher plan to start a flock.

State Income Tax
Tops 5 Million Mark

SEE THE NEW 1946

Serve! Kerosene
Refrigerator

•

-

Frankfort--(R)--For the first
time in the 10-year history of
the State income tax, the $5,000,000 mark has been surpassed,
Revenue Commissioner Orville
M. Howard reports.
A computation of individual
returns on 1945 income puts the
figure at $5,136,000 and prospects
are that by June 30, end of the
fiscal year, the total will reach
$5,250,000, he said. Last year's
wage tax take was $4,438,748, the
previous record.
Zoologically speaking, apes• are
more like man than monkeys.

Sails 67 Years, But
Never Went To Sea

Prefers Improved
Homes To More Land

Annapolis, Md. --(R)—
Albert H. Cantler is an old sat
with 67 years' sailing expert
—who's never been to sea.
on the Chesapeake bay he
pered 20 vessels and never
a man.
The captain said he had a
kering for ocean-going, but "1
time I signed up I took sick
fore the ship sailed." A
time.the skipper signed ano
hand in his place.
Both vessels were lost at sea,
he swore he wouldn't te
fate a third time.
The captain at 83 is now
tired and lives with his wife
Brownswood.
"And I ain't done so bad as
landlubber," he says. "I've got
children, 28 grandchildren,
great grandchildren, 8 great •
grandchildren, and the score
Tokyo—(R)—Allied headquar- still mounting."
ters plan to revamp Japan's sysSamuel Johnson published
tem of lumber production and
distributfoli, snarled in govern- first English dictionary in 17 ,
Rubies in ancient times w
ment controls. An Allied report
mentioned "gigantic nationwide believed to have the power
log jam in the lumber industry." stop bleeding.

instead of going in debt for
more land, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Jackson of Morgan county used
some of their war-time profits
to modernize their home. Extension of rural electric lines made
it possible to install a water
pump and plumbing
autoWater is heated with
matic oil heater.
Mrs. Jackson told County
Agent Charlie Dixon that these
conveniences partly fulfill longcherished dreams of having a
modern home.
Mr. Dixon is recommending
that farmers improve their homes
and live better, rather than buy
more land. He pointed out that
the Jacicsons have placed no burden of debt on their future.

DDT USED AGAINST POLIO — J. M. West, a state health department worker, sprays a drainage ditch at San Antonio, Tex.,
with DDT in the fight against an epidemic of infantile paralysis.
The disease has already claimed four lives in the city and 17
other cases have been reported. (AP Wirephoto)

Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
THE TIME OF OUR LIVES, by
tine Rouchaud, translated from

the

Frence by Claire NIC011111 and Louise
Varese (Pantheon; $S)

A country stung by a crushing defeat, a home disrupted
and a family fleeing from Germans as well as hunger . . . all
this surfeit of castrophe is "the
time of our lives" to the young
Rouchauds.
The author, who is one of
them, is so youthful you can
imagine her putting down her
dolls to pick up her pen. She
was 14 when her mother told
her to write this so that the
father, when he returned from
the U. S., would know how they
had lived during the war. The
mother, who was on a Paris
newspaper, seems to have supervised the composition oarefully,
but it is the child's point of
view which comes through clearly, and it constitutes a unique
record.
Hardship for grownups is fun
for children. To be sure, the girls,
and the occasional boy, realize
there is a war when they se
Mme. Rouchaud in tears, whe
an uncle comes tottering home
from battle, when they encoun
ter a Jew. And there's no doub
about it in their minds whe
they duck into Paris subway
during an air raid, or under be
covers while bullets whistl
through the streets, or whe
they play tricks on the occupying Germans.
The family is fairly well-to-do
with money, servants, friends i
high places, education, homes o
their own or of relatives scat
tered through France. But fo
four years they are refugees
they spend all their time packin
up, moving, getting settled
packing up again, and make th
circuit from near Paris down t
the Mediterranean and back.
Though against an ominou
background of thunder, it's
grand holiday. Schooling goes b
the board. But there was no Inc
of real education, as you c
appreciate when you read thi
book by one of the unschool
daughters.

Inspect our High Quality Monuments and Markers. Memorials in any price range.

Let us give you an estimate on lettering and
cutting dates on monuments and markers in ceme-

NOW ON DISPLAY AT

Mitchell Implement
Company
We have a limited number of these refrigerators on saje,
SO come in and make your selection now.
SO* the added features of the Servel Kerosene Refrigera-

•Trigger release on trays
•Convenient
door handle
•Grid and Cube release
•Newtone
Finish

•Handy Flat Top
•Dry or Moist Cold Storage
•Dew-Action Fresheners
•Porcelain Interior

Patterns you'll be proud of—for every
room in the house, for every taste! Wide range
of choice, from gay to conservative. And all
the ceiling papers, borders 9nd accessories you ,
need for the job. Everything guaranteed.! Come
1
in and let, us help you, make your selection!

Flexible metal ice cube releases in ice trays.
Two plain grids and separator in dessert tray — may also be used
for freezing ice cubes.

Western Auto
Associate Store

...gay Conran that are as
much a part of summer as
the sunshino...youll love the
many styles of smooth easy.
to-dnan leather.
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urray College
as 75 Graduates

'Never Underestimate
The Power Of A Woman'

Murray, May 2I—Seventy-five
ors are applicants for degrees
be granted by Murray State
ege May 27, or in August,
Cleo Gillis Hester, regisar, reported this week. All will
cipate i,n the commencet program May 26 and 27, as
college has only one official
aduation exercise each year.
Barry Bingham, president of
e Courier-Journal and Louis,'ille Times, will deliver the
g
nsrneneement address Monday
11' ht, May 27, President Ralph
roods has announced. Dr. John
Hill, lecturer and editor of
4fii Ise Broadman Press, Nashville,
enn., will preach the bacealau1 • 7eate sermon Sunday afternoon,
1;'•fay 26, his subject, "Have
'aith in God."
The annual alumni banquet
4.11 be featured by an address by
lirmer U. S. Senator Josh Lee,
.t, Norman, Okla., Saturday night,
.11 'fay 25. Harry Lee Waterfield,
ditor of the Hickman County
;I V lazette, Clinton, and former
I • •'• t resident of the Kentucky Press
tssociation, will preside over int
of alumni officers.
4 A• tallation
Ifolland Rose, Benton, is presief',Ient of the alumni association.
'Ir. Rainey T. Wells, second pres' dent and founder of the college,
'
will participate in the program.
1.
'

q

4' •

Thursday, May
23, 1946
_
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Denver — (N) — Mrs. L. D.
Woody left a purse containing
$3.50 in her home when she
stepped into the backyard. She
returned to find the purse rifled,
a strange man leaving through
the front door.
She ran after the thief calling
sharply, "Come back here!"
The fugitive stopped, retraced
his steps, handed Mrs. Woody the
$3.50 and resumed his flight.

Jurists, Physicist, Engineer and Educator
To Receive Honorary Degrees at U. K. Finals

Hold The Press!
This Is Hot
Alton, Ill. —OP)— Grandma
Chew is famed for corn bread
and her happy habit of distributing it among residents of her
building. June
apartment
Rhoades, the Alton Evening Telegraph's Upper Alton correspondent, wa's telephoning some news
when Grandma came in with a
hot helping. "Hold the psesses,"
the correspondent told the rewrite man. "I can't pass this up."
Piper Nigrum is the proper
name for black pepper.

/4M
?RIDGE
-4/ENR9 7ZIEES

duroz

6REEA,

President Woods will deliver the
7,69)/WOOD
welcome address and introduce
4/ACK vdoRTIN
Senator Lee.
ME/2,//s/
Murray State has graduated
,
cJOE KELL)
2,041 persons with bachelor's and
master's degrees in its 23 years
Four native Kentuckians and
of existence, registrar's records
a Missourian who is a graduate
reveal.
of the University of Kentucky
will receive honorary degrees at
the State University's 79th anList,. 1* "0.•
nual commencement exercises
framay'J
Friday, June 7.
i..," with Lam
The Keptuckians are Judge
Sergi•, Err.,
MINAS, Mem.
Green Haywood Hackworth, naias, Amertrad
tive of Prestonsburg, legal ad8•••fleasting
viser of the Department of State
E.S.T.
and one of the 15 judges now
serving on the International
Court of Justice; Judge William
Henry Rees, of Maysville, Chief
Justice, Kentucky Court of ApSAP

-le

*

peals; Sarah Gibson Blanding
of Lexington, dean of the New
York State College of Economics
at Cornell University and president-elect of Vassar College; and
Neal Tritrible McKee of Mt.
Sterling, research engineer and
vice president of the Superheater
Company, New York City.
The Missourian is Mervin Joe
Kelley, physicist and director of
research and executive vice president of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in New York, who
has just been elected to member-

Fredonia News
See what a Deoutlfur,
change takes place in dry
skin when you give it
fegulor -Botany" lanolin core,
These dainty prepare-

$1, $t..75

1711
lattarr wool

.
• •,*'
•• •

,.

lions ore so incredibly rich
In lanolin they smooth
away the traces of dry-.
ness...leove your skin
softer, lovelier, help it
reotntoin the oil balance k
needs for beauty.

111.2S. $2

Wood Drug Store

Friendship News

ship in the National Academy
of Science. ,
Miss Blanding, Mr. McKee and
Mr. Kelley were graduated from
the University of Kentucky.
Judge Hackworth attended Valparaiso University, Georgetown
University Law School and
George Washington University.
Judge Rees is a graduate of Kentucky Wesleyan College and the
University of Virginia. The University of Kentucky graduates
also hold advanced degrees from
various colleges and universities.

State Fair Will
Move Back Home

Mrs. Lonnie Fraley and chil(By Dorothy Brasher)
W. F. Young, of Bradenton, dren, of Hardin, were Sunday
Kentucey's annual state fair
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
will return to the fairgrounds in
Fla., has returned to his home
Baker.
Louisville for its annual showing
here for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Deaththis year. Dates will be August
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young, rage have moved here from
25-31. Because the fairgrounds
of Evansville, were the weekend Marion.
was used for war work, the fair
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Veldon
has been held at Churchill Downs
Yandell.
the last 2 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bustin have Honesty's Best Policy
At a meeting of the board last
Helena, Mont.-.—(W)—The Inreturned to Fredonia to make
in Frankfort, C. Waitman
dependent-Record carried this week
their home.
Taylor, Lewisport, was elected
Pvt. William Melton, who is want ad: "Slightly irresponsible
to manage the fair this year. Edstationed at Fort Knox, spent the veteran and wife would rent
ward M. Brooks, Louisville, was
Mrs.
mother,
his
weekend with
furnished apartment, with chosen assistant manager and
slick
Russell Melton.
bedroom, living room, kitchen- resident engineer.
Mrs. Dave Perkins visited Mr.
ette, bath and sun deck; not wDr. W. E. MacGregor, promiand Mrs. Lenorice Baugh in Dunmore than $.50 a month. In good nent Louisville dentist and horsemore last week.
old days never lived over six man, was appointed to the fair
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Baker
weeks in one place; now would board to replace J. 0. Matlick,
Sunday.
Murray
in
were
to stay two months if of Louisville.
promise
and
Jaco
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
conditions OK and no loud radA budget of $90,000 was approchildren have returned home afios in neighborhood."
priated for expenses, which is
ter visiting Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
$2,500 more than last year.
Jaeo, of Benton.
H. L. Lowry, of Evansville, is Negro Guest
visiting his mother, Mrs. Grant
Australian Has
Professor At N.Y.U.
Lowry.
12 Twin Grandchildren
De
A.
Ira
Dr.
New
York—OM—
Mrs. Cort Henson was the
Brisbane—VI:I—Mrs. Mary Lee,
the
Atlanta
of
chairman
Reid,
guest of her daughter, Mrs. G.
Valley, ProserL. Johnson and Mr. Johnson, of University sociology department, 62, of Cannon
is the first visiting professor at pine, Queensland, has six sets of
Paducah, recently.
the New York University educa- twins among her 32 grandchildren. Her eldest daughter has
tion school.
Dean Ernest 0. Melby said three sets of twins, another
Dr. Reid, appointed for the next daughter has two sets and her
school year, was the firld Negro eldest son one set. Mrs. Lee is
ever named to a full-time profes- known also as the woman who
once shot a 26-foot alligator.
sorship there.

50 Angus Cattle
Registered Pure-Bred Cows and Bulls—Mostly Young Cattle

AT AUCTION
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beautifully

Saturday, June 1st
1P

employed in Denver, Colo., for
some time, has been here on a
visit to his family. He was ac(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright) companied back to Colorado by
remain there
If fishing can be called a hobby his family who will
remainder of the year.
there's been plenty Phobbying" the
H. S. Jenes, of Scottsburg, was
going on for the last several
last Sunday visiting his
here
fans.
fishing
days • among the
Mrs. W. M. Cartwright.
sister,
in
reported
There's no illness
0. N. Cartwright, of Murray,
this community at present.
week visiting his
Tobacco setting has been the was here last
and other relatives.
Wendell
son,
last
the
for
job
outstanding
Mr. and Mrs. George Gallag•
week.
Lexington, are visiting
Mrs. Algernon Newsom was her, of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilthe guest of Mr. and Mrs. Orland his
liam Gallagher.
Newsom last week.
Loel Haile and family and Mr.
Mrs. Iva Young, of Princeton,
Mrs. Herman Croft were
and
Mrs.
and
has been visiting Mr.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
R. B. Cook.
Omer Cook
J. L. White was in Princeton M. Cook Sunday.
R. B. Cook and
and
wife
and
disthis
g
representin
week
last
wife and Mrs. Joy Young were
trict in fiscal court.
Mr. and Mrs. William Scott, also afternoon guests.
D. C. Wright, who volunteered
of Princeton, was here recently
days
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar for Navy service a few
visiting
Louisville
from
returned
ago,
Croft.
to qualify
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson last week. He failed
were visiting relatives in Kut- physically.
Dr. Fred Stevenson and wife
tawa last Thursday afternoon.
at the
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Newsom of Princeton were callers
recently.
Croft
Oscar
of
home
Mr.
of
guests
and family were
Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell
and Mrs. W. H. Newsom last
and son, Haydon, drove to Cadiz
Sunday.
Cecil Moore who has been Sunday afternoon.

m (CST)

that

leads to
hair

coiffured

starts with a natural looking permanent. For that is
the

foundation

of

hair-

loveliness. Our trained and

Methodist Women
Meet Al Trenton

The Woman's Society of Chris.
tian Service will have a
district
meeting .May 28, beginning et
9:30 o'clock at the Methodist
Church in Trenton. Miss LuellaKoether and Miss Clara
Butler
will be guest speakers for this
program.
Miss Koether is a returnee'
missionary from China, and is
now attending Scarritt College,
Miss Butler, a home missionary,
is also attending Scarritt College,
A number of conference offi.
cers will be present. All Diatrici
Officers will report.

Book Losses
Warsaw—(JP)—Officials of the
Ministry of Education estimated
the Germans destroyed school
textbooks valued at 15,000,003,.
000 zlotys during occupation of
Poland.
As metal, each U. S. nickel is
worth only one cent—nickels be.
ing made of an alloy of copper
and nickel.

MOVED

your hair first, then give
you

30 Bred Gilts Will Be Sold After The Cattle Sale
3

Good Quality Hampshire Breeding

Write For Catalogue

George M. Kurtz
STURGIS, KY.
ROY G. JOHNSON,Auctioneer

—

tUNCH WILL BE SERVED

suited

the

permanent best

to the texture of

your hair.

Call us today

for your appointment.
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S.Seminary Street
(Former Site of State Highway Garage)

CUSTOM WORK
OF ALL KINDS
Hay Baling, Pond Digging, Plowing, Discing, Dirt Moving,
Basements, Ditching and Drainage.

C.& L. Tractor Co.

N.
toot
anno

your •

Open

Princeton, Ky.

Phone No. 784-W

Mexico,

U. S. NAVY ENLISTED

Men's Raincoats
Heavy BLUE Servicable
WATER-PROOF MATERIAL
Water-Sealed Seams
Sizes 34 to 46
Real $15.00 rain or Dress Coat
our price

New
Cruisers, R

95

Mary's Beauty Shop
Mary Pruitt Ermel Pool Taylor Betty Newman
Opemtors
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States.
compete

"Special" lloosi9A Mal
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Homemakers
Schedule

European Drivers Seeking First 500
MilelAutofiace Victory In 30 Years
By Dale Burgess
(AP

Newsfeaturoe)

• Page F
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Homemakers'

Thursday, May 23, 2:00 p.m.,
Eddy Creek, Mrs. Glycon Gresham, hostess.
Tuesday, May 28, 2:00 p.m.,
Cobb, Mrs. Rob McAlister, hostess.
Wednesday, May 29, 2:00 p.m.,
Old Quinn, Mrs. P. H. Riley,
hostess.

Altogether there will be 10
1925—Peter De Parolo 101.13
Masertis in the race but five ••1926—Frank Lockhart
95.885
are owned and driven by Ameri97.545
1927—George Souders
cans. Harry O'Reilly Schell of
99.482
1928—Louis Meyer
Monaco 'has entered tw..) of the
M.P.H.
others. Schell originally intended
97.585
1929—Ray Keech
to bring an Alfa-Romeo and
1930—Bil1y Arnold ....100.448
another Maserati but notified
96.629
1931—Louis Scheider
speedway officials he could
1932—Fred Frame ....104.144
bring only two. As drivers,
1933—Louis Meyer ....104.162
Schell has nominated himself,
1934—William Cummings
Baph Lanza and Louis Gerard.
104.863
A true war veteran is the 1?106.240
1935—Kelly Petillo
cylender Lagonda to be driven
106.069
1936—Louis Meyer
by Robert M. W. Arbuthnot of
113.580
1937—Wilbur Shaw
England. The engine is all that
117.200
1938—Floyd Roberts
is left of a racer that was bonb1939—Wilbur Shaw ..115.035
ed during the London blitz.
1940—Wilbur Shaw ..-114.277
Fifty-three cars are entered
1941—Mauri Rose and
but only 33 will be permitted to
115.117
Floyd Davis
start, so the drivers from abroad *300 mile race
must drive faster than 20 Ameri- ••Called at 400 miles account
can pilots in ord4 to qualify
rain.
for the starting lineup. Qualifications began May 18 and end
Restaurant Man,
two days before the big race.

Indianapolis—If a European
at
driver wins the 500-mile race
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
the first time
say 30, it will bee
in 30 yeam
Europeans won three of the
1911 through
first six races from
but as speeds have increed on the two-and-a-halfhave been increasmile oval they
ingly handicapped in competition with Americans.
Indianain the first place, the
polis classic is run counter-clockwise, opposite to the European
practice. The straightaways are
relatively short as compared with
experiEurope's tracks and long
learn the
ence is needed to
groove" of the brick and asphalt.'
European drivers usually have
Americans
been able to defeat
because of
in the old countries"
cars
the different conditions and
built to take advantage of them. INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY
A major disappointment to WINNERS
M.P.H.
American racing fans in this
74.59
1911—Ray Harrows
year's Indianapolis race is the
78.72
1912—Joe Dawson
inability of Rudi Caracciolo of
75.933
1913—Jules Goux
Switzerland and Tazio Nuvolari
82.47
of Italy to renew their rivalry.i 1914—Rene Thomas
89.84
prewar
1915—Ralph DePalma
Caracciolo, European
84.00
racing champion, was refused 9916—Dario Resta
88.05
1919—Howdy Wilcox
permission to ship his German1920—Gaston Chevrolet 88.62
built Mercedes to the United
89.62
1921—Tommy Milton
States. Nuvolari gave up plans
1922—James A. Murphy 94.48
to compete because of the death
90.95
1923—Tommy Milton
of his son.
1924—L. L. Corum and
Nuvolari has sent three Mas98.23
Joe Boyer
entis in charge of Achille Varzi.

Eddyville Road

Ed Bass of McCreary county
recently showed County Agent
George D. Corder how he is
developing bluegrass pasture on
30 acres of sandy ridge land. The
sod is good on at least half of
A primrose is not a rose,.
the pasture and developing rapidly on the rest, Corder observed. a member of the herb family.
Superintendents of zoos
Divided into three fields, Bass
has grazing for 20 to 35 cattle that a tiger or grizzly bear
about nine months in the year. defeat a lion in combat any

Mrs. Dennie Freeman was
hostess for the Eddyville Road
Homemakers Friday afternoon.
Eleven members were present,
with two visitors.
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby had charge
of the business session. A report on the district meeting at
Madisonville was given by Mrs.
J. M. Tichenor and others. Mrs.
W. L. Beck gave the plan for
next year's work. The lesson on
"Fastening Facts" was given by
Mrs. K. P. Hobgood and Mrs.
L. C. Lisman. Mrs. Arch Martin
gave the thought for the month,
"Playing the Game", and conducted quiz games.
Refreshments were served to
the following: Mesdames W. H.
Bea, Dennie Cash, J. W. Hollingsworth, Arch Martin, Dennie Freeman, M. U. Lamb, Alvin Lisanby, L. C. Lisman, K.
P. Hobgood, J. M. Tichenor, G.
U. Griffin, W. L. Beck, and
Mrs. A. M. Buchanan.

Spare That Tree

One field of 31/s acres pro
enough growth of bluegrass
10 days to graze 8 to 10 cattle)
days. Another field that
been in alfalfa four years
now mostly bluegrass.
Manure is the principal
lizer used on the field.

Good Bluegrass
On Sandy Ridge

PAINTING YOUR FURNITURE?
Brighten up old worn Chairs,
Tables, Cabinets, Beds with
this quick-drying ENAMEL.

don woad...am* alio

GLOSFAST
4 HOUR DRYING ENAMEL

Del Ennis, 20-year-old slugging
Bardwell, Ky.—WI—Patrons of SHAVE FOR PRIZE ROOKIE—
Schoolboy Rowe wields a razor
Pitcher
as
grins
outfielder,
Phila'
resF. W. Turk's little Bardwell
off because of wet grounds.
taurant literally hang their hats after game with Cincinnati was called
he said was the rookie's
YOUR
on a hackberry tree—growing Rowe insisted on giving Ennis what
high school
through the floor and out the "first shave." An ex-sailor and former Philadelphia
student, Ennis is hitting .291 for the Phils in his first year in
roof.
A contractor bowed to Turk's the majors. (AP Wirephoto)
peculiar benevolence and built
Homemakers Attend
the restaurant around the tree.
Canada is the world's greatest
Moreover, in the rear is a coal
District Meetings
producer of asbestos.
and wood shed built around a
A total of 3,035 farm and rural
walnut tree which, perhaps to
women were in attendance at the
EASILY WASHED
show its gratitude for being
service to annual district meetings of the
educational
an
As
a
SALEM
spared, gives its benefactor
444 *ow dj-do
teachers of Kentucky and others Kentucky Federation of Homeharvest of walnuts each year.
LIFE AND
F. JONES NATIONAL
desiring to broaden their cul- makers held in each of seven
•CCIDE NT
tural background through travel,
AGENT
from April
state
the
in
districts
the Department of Geography of
IJIJ
speaker 107 So. Seminary
Western Kentucky State Teach- 29 to May 6. Principal
HOLJP r,
DRIES IN
ers College, Bowling Green, will was Mrs. Wanda Wilkins of Bra- BOX 102
PRINCETON
"Building
was
subject
zil,
whose
during
tour
California
a
sponsor
Relationships."
the second summer term, July Inter-American
The development and expansion
15 to August 18 this year.
of the home demonstration proAccording to Dr. J. R. Griffin,
was discussed at each meetgram
head of the Department of Geoing by Mrs. W. E. Nichols, state
graphy, this tour is to be an
president of the Kentucky Fededucational tour aimed principeration of Homemakers, Miss
geobetter
a
ally at founding
Myrtle Weldon, state leader of
graphical understanding a n d
home demonstration work, and
knowledge of the areas to be
district chairman of the citizenvisited for teachers and others
ship, publicity, speakers' bureau
interested in the southwestern
Raii-di
and reading committees.
part of the United States.
lease
under
been
Going via Arkansas, Texas,
For the past several years this station has
New Mexico, Arizona, and Ne- Hens Return Profit
in
to other parties, due to the labor situation. I take pleasure
Farmers cooperating with counvada by chartered bus the group
announcing that I am again operating this station . . . and solicit
will spend two days in Carls- ty Farmers cooperating with
bad, New Mexico, and Grand county agents and the Kentucky
your patronage.
Canyon, Colorado; one day in College of Agriculture in demonOld Mexico at Juarez; five days strating good poultry-raising
in Los Angeles; and three days methods reported 46 cents per
in San Francisco, California. hen income above cash expenses
Leaving San Francisco August in March. This was the highest
FortyP.M.
7:30
Close
15, the return route will be March profit in 10 years.
Open 6 A.M.
hens
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
through Nevada, Utah, Kansas, two flocks containing 6,212
of 20.7 eggs
average
an
produced
Phone 240
and Missouri.
The 10 highest
Authorized RepreeentatIve of
Points of interest to be visit- per hen in March.
'Alan
Terminbc C
hie Valle
preduced an averPhone 762
W. Court Square
Phone, Marion 3821
Princeton, Ky.
ed by the group will be national laying flocks
Mexico, Ky.
the
and
hen
per
eggs
23.7
parks in Hot Springs, Carlsbad age of
aying flocks 17.6 eggs.
Cavern, the petrified forest, 10 lowest-l
Grand tranyon, Boulder Dam,
Mt. Wilson Observatory, Muir
Woods, Yosemite, Great Salt
Lake, Rocky Mountain
Estes Park, Pikes Peak, Dinosaur
Park, Catalina Island, and Lake
Tahoe.
Tentative price of the tour is
$284, covering all expenses, exclusive of meals and personal
expenditures. Night stops will
be made at first-class hotels,
according to Mr. Griffin, and
Deep pile loop rugs which will feel like a cushion to your foot.
additional information can be
by writing to him.
obtained
They launder easily with a quick dip in suds or a swish through
Though this tour is planned for
teachers, others may participate.

WSTC Sponsoring
California Tour

RENEWING

LINOLEUM?

This modern clear Gloss Coating
brightens colors with a waterproof
gloss finish that renews the pattern

r.. ---1....,
•

es deaddwav

L INGL 0
6

ANNOUNCING

Wm. M. YOUNG' PAINTING YOUR KITCHEN?

Mott's Service Station
Now Operated by Glenn Mott

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Use this easy to apply enamz
el on walls and woodwork.
9144444, deaot and

Fredonia, Ky.

Very easy to wash.

GLOSS INTERIOR

QUICK -DRYING ENAMEL

WASHING — GREASING — POLISHING
ROAD SERVICE — GENERAL SERVICE

Ky.

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"

GLENN MOTT... morrs SERVICE STATION

_INSPECTIONS FREE

in

at

oplansvi le

Announcing Opening

Scatter Rugs

Higgins Boat Docks
In Kentucky Lake Park

MAY 18TH and 19TH
BOATS FOR RENT
•SPEED BOAT RIDES
Bait and Fishing Tackle For Sale

oat

the washing machine. Rose, blue, white, gold, green and red.

Italy has an area less than
that of Mexico.

The Play Tie!
Ask to See
STYLE NO. 2110
As Sketched

Marine Hardware and Boat Supplies

Upholstry
Material
Reupholster your old chair
or sofa. Many lovely fab-

Cruisers, Runabouts, Utilities, Outboard, Row Boats, and House Boats
Come and See the New Chris Craft

rics from which to make

REFRESHMENT STAND
Special Attraction
Water Ski Exhibition

re HIGGINS BOAT CO.
Dody Where Highway 68 Crosses Kentucky Lake
FISHING IS FINE

your selection.

$3.75
Sam Howerton's
Presto:do, Ky.

Plums 13-J

36 x 60 —$11.00

24 x 36 — $3.45

48 x 72 —$17.50

24 x 48 — $5.60

New and Used Boats and Motors
You'll love it, for only —
Playful looking shoe with lots
of good sense. Marvelous for
summer in sturdy white leather, and a cushioned platform
that will make you sing.
To go with anything and
only —

21 x 32 — $2.95

•Velours $3.60 yd. & up
•Tapestry $4.60 yd. & up
*Frieze $4.95 yd.

Curtains

Children's
Rockers

Tailored curtains in cotton
net, marquisite, lace and
ninon. 2-yd. to 3-yd.

Be sure that your child has
a chair of his own.

lengths. $1.95 pr. & up.
Ruffled curtains in pebble
dot, cushion dot, dottod
12
Swiss and organdy. 2/

$2.25
•Maple Rockers $3.75
•Rockers upholstered in
red leatherette. $8.20.

yds long with 6-inch ruffles. $3.95 pr. and up.

•Red Rockers

Many other items for the
Baby.

Draperv ShoP
KEACH FURNITURE COMPANY

(r

:
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Job Training For
Crippled Planned

was run in the mud.
the impression here is that
New Yprk—Six horses have Assault can win the Belmont
..0 racing's triple crown—the but only if Mehrtens makes his
entucky Derby, Preakness and move on the leaders at the right
hphnont. Will Assalt from Ro- time. That would be somewhere
.1,ert J. Kleberg's vast King after a mile had been run because we've yet to see thoroughanch in Texas become No. 7?
',
IAJe',That's the big equine ques- breds going a distance with
I.
of the moment and won't much more than a half mile of
. 41. answered until June I when run left in their weary legs.
But wait a minute. There
, 4,4pie three-year olds will be asked
..,) go a gruelling mile and a might be a thing called Mist o'
in the $100,000 added test Gold in the Belmont. He was our
.AL•24'
20 to 1 shot in the Derby. Five
t 'beautiful Belmont.
Assault looked like a very days before the Kentucky clas• 1,, .red horse in winning the mile sic he came up with a fever and
'ad three-sixteenth Preakness Trainer Jim Healy withdrew
the experts are divided in him. Big Jim has been around
I 'noir opinion as to whether he horses some forty years and on
great or just the best of an Derby eve he said: "I think
Mist o' Goldikould have won it."
•
-i•,.1 ,rdinealr_ licit
The Belmont, a grand race to PLANE CRASH KILLS 27— A twin-engine airliner, with engine • trimble, groping through the
/ To say that Assault was stopint the last sixteenth of the watch as the riders sit back to mist and fog for a return landing at Byrd airport,crashed and burned in a pine forest six miles
, akness would be putting it see what the other fellow is do- southeast of Richmond, Va., killing 25 passengers and its crew of two. (AP Wirephoto)
Mildly. It looked like he was ing and then jockey for position,
,1 1.'escking up, so suddenly did he is made to order for Mist o' Gold,
What It Means`un out of gas. But Lord Bos- the Assaults and Lord Boswells
notwithstanding.
down
loafing
exactly
wasn't
Veil
;'1,, i
The six previous Derby, Preak.6.0 he stretch.
4! Jockey Warren Mehrtens, the ness and Belmont winners have
'et
of that portion of 1935 political As they see it, any such agreeBy J. M. Roberts, Jr.
' r.. .5-year-old Long Island lad, had been Sir Barton (1919), Gallant
envisioned the ment would indicate Moscow's
4:6 use every bit of energy in his Fox (1930), Omaha (1935), War Failure of lengthy negotiations thought which
interest in helping a hard00-pound frame to keep Assault Admiral (1937), Whirlaway (19- to break down even the lesser resurgence of the German mili- greater
tary as ri buffer between western pressed Communist movement in
(1943).
Fleet
Count
and
41)
toing.
peace
barriers to European
"whole GerThe Belmont was first run in makes it appear more and more Europe and Communism. Not France than in a
' If Mehrtens was guilty of a
many."
the
of
prevent
overflow
to
even
filly,
a
Ruthless,
when
1887
in
'iding fault when he made his
strongly that, whatever the next
2. The Rhineland would also be•
trieve on Assault after the frail- came down in front . . . Only steps, little can be accomplished the tide of Communist-social
from Germany politi- ooking chestnut colt had gone other filly to win was Panya in until the great powers make up democrat cooperation from be- separated
would be administered
wily three-eighths of a mile he 1905. This will be the 78th run- their minds about what they hind the Soviet demarcation line cally, but
which General McNerney re- by Germans under French, or
:ertainly atoned for it by his ning of the race which was inter- want to do with Germany.
described as threatening French, Belgian and Dutch, occently
there
in
when
rupted
1911-12
sixlast
Iustling tactics in the
Devastated, eating from the an
:
one-party rule or cupation, with the possibility—
ultimate
no
was
.
around
.
.
racing
town
.eenth.
hand of charity, the Reich still
and this possibility is an impors I Mehrtens' arms and legs went The winner on June 1 will get remains the disturbing center dictatorship in Germany.
As a matter of fact, few of the tant point—of becoming even•
I into motion like the driving arms more since the race closed with around which beat the frothing
issues over which the powers tually a separate country. (Intoznecting the wheels of a fast- 110 nominations at subscriptions tides of other disagreements.
have divided so far appear worth teresting in this connection are
,‘jmoving steam locomotive. His of $100 each . . . Those starting
Some official observers of the
reports which came from
'ride in the last 100 yards was will pay an additional $500 but London and Paris conferences the candle. It may be that some the
last year that German
Germany
kept
of
only
being
are
alive
them
that's
to
nothing
compared
the are now convinced that a major
reminiscent of Ted Atkinson on
industrialists had collected a
$4,000,000 the poor public will objective of Russian diplomacy for their bargaining value.
•, one of his better days.
Typical of the issues which de- propoganda fund to be used to
Now it remains for Trainer pour through the mutuel win- is time—time to watch political
i41
i
pend for settlement on an estab- convince the Allies that an in' • .., Max Hirsch to bring Assault dows that day . . .
developments in Europe, time to
lishment of policy with regard dustrial "buffer state" would be
— • tack for the Belmont after a
judge whether she should it
to Germany is the French pro- just the solution.)
of
son
the
something
e . alight rest,
tight along her present lines of
A Food Debt Paid
The United States and Britain
posal regarding the Ruhr and
Bold Venture-Igual needed very
Germany
dividing
"influence,"
Bern —(A)— Food valued at
haven't yet agreed to this proRhineland.
badly. Assault won four out of
middle, or
the.
down
Europe
and
It appears that France, while posal, either, and the attitude of
five stakes this year, failing only $698,000 has been turned over whether she should try for a
Trial which by the American Army to Swiss Germany, restored .and whole, proposing international control of Russia is unknown. The farthest
Derby
mile
the
,in
authorities in compensation for
the Ruhr, is playing again with the U. S. and Britain have gone
food consumed by the American which she might ultimately dom- her 1919 idea of a buffer repub- Is to consider the possibility of
furlougheek during their stay in inate.
lic on the left bank of the Rhine, leaving the industrial areas conIn this at least one factor is an
Switzerland.
an idea which was killed then nected with Germany politically,
apparent Russian fear that if she
but under an international ecoby British opposition.
does not control Germany as a
Everybody reads The Leader!
While the French have been nomic administration. Here as
buffer, the British will.
rather vague in preliminary dis- elsewhere establishment of defActually, it is probably nearer
cussions, the gist of their pro- inite policies is difficult until
the truth to figure that the Britposals seems to be:
they can learn what Russia inish, determined that Russia shall
1. Political separation of the tends to press for in Germany.
accomplish no such purpose, are
industrial Ruhr from Germany,
)(termite eads enemy, harmful
yet under no illusion that they
brushing. is., pat ,40.1r plate
with international control by the
Weems
or bridge in • glans! Waiter. could control a new Germany
Man's
to excess
add • little hleenite. Presto!
most immediately in- Advertising
countries
at
up
r
bb.d
reapsoailde:ttiag
s.
a
Stains. dent•re odor. discolor.- themselves and therefore are folcombination
volved—France, Britain, Holland Ideal Woman
• earshilly
rains.. disappear. Yoor teeth
woostohlos. balmiest Dr.
sparkle like new. A. ruse lowing more nearly the Ameriand Belgium. This is politically
wathiag harsh, is abMarion, S. C. — A woman
drvutal todar for Kimaite. can line of preventing any resurlioarlholat lessslag. Just good inimportant because all the great rushed
into local Red Cross
people say have •
s,.
rection. Britain can be expected
powers would have to agree, and headquarters, handed over two
are
holds
to
neceswhatever
TODAY!
use
esuaTle
hoe,
tr
.
..Z
prepaid
no one with ideas about control- letters and explained, "I came
Wows you'll b. glad
L.theasoade
Get ELEENITE today at Wood sary to preserve herself, in peace
you did. $and amass sad address to
ing a revived Germany would do just as quick as I could."
S. KUM.. it C., lay.. as. Drug Company and an
good as in war, but it is hardly likely
Stamford, C.Offer limited. Surd
so. Washington and London have
Executive secretary Adelaide
druggists.
at mos. All druggists sell Swamp Root.
that there will ever be a revival not agreed.
Diplomats in the two Monroe opened the letters, found
capitals say Russian agreement they were from the woman's
would depend on whether or not two sons in service.
it furthered her own interests.
"These are for you, personally," Miss Monroe explained, then
added sympathetically: "You can
read, can't you?"
"Yes m'am," the woman said,
IN with* "but this stamp on the outside
Maelliseb be.
there la • safe,
Yee. It le
to 'Give To The Red
liquid called said
VP PU.PIfl
sod remove Cross.'"
By Frank Eck

Nevasfeaturse

Sports

Editor)

if

The Wrangle Over Peace

Louisville--(R)---The Kentucky
Crippled •Children's Society is
7Xeady to go" on -a program of
job training for convalescent
crippled, both for child and adult,
which the society hopes to expand throughout the state. •
Sidney Rosenblum, chairman
of the society's workshop committee, said the society has appropriated $20,000 for the first
workshop, which will be located
in Louisville.
"Eventually," he said, "we hope
to see similar workshops set up
in other cities and a 'home
bound' program begun so that
all convalescent cripples throughout the state may be trained for
a job suitable to their muscular
ability."
"We will take cripples whose
efficiency is lower than those
which were accepted by the
Division of Vocational Rffirabijitation in the State Department
of Education," he said.
Rosenblum said the society's
committee was looking for a
suitable location, either a house
or building near the center of
Louisville. The workshop will
be staffed by three fulltime er
iloyes, a director, an occupational
therapist and a physiotherapist,
and volunteer help, he added.
Persons will be admitted only

on the recommendation of their
physician, and the service at
first-will be limited to the space
and equipment of the workshop,
Rosenblum said, adding "we hope
to be able to take care of at
least 100 persons at the beginning."
Patients admitted to the workshop will be trained to make a
living according to their strength
and muscular ability as the re
suit of their injuries, Rosenblum
asserted.
Eventually, Rosenblum said he
hoped to see the program , expand to a point where the workshops will have field workers
to send directly into the convalescents' homes.

Rat Commissioner
Unpopular Title
Centralia, Ill.—GP)—The Pied
Piper of Hamelin town lacked
willing follower among city cum
missioners as elaborate plans
rid Centralist of nxients stai
briefly when no city
councilmas
wanted to assume the risk uf
being known as "the rat
cots.
missioner."
The situation was resolved
happily, however, when two us.
terested citizens accepted
the
titles of co-chairman of the
rat.
riddance campaign.

"Your Cab will be there in Two
Minutes. Thank you."
INSURED! CERTAINLY!
That was the pleasant voice of our dispatcher, and we
specialize in Two Minute service in the city proper and
nearby residential section. Equal speed on any call.
We obey all State laws and'all cabs MUST carry fl.
SURANCE by STATE LAW.
There is always a dispatcher at our telephone and
should the phone be busy, call us one minute later. We
are open for business 24 hours per day. Our rates are
reasonable — OUR CABS THE BEST.
"We meet all trains, advertise and give 24-hour Service*

SERVICE CAB CO.

Phone 338-J

Up Goes Your Hair For Summer!

Phone 16-W
Kentucky

Princeton,

For that flattering, cool and just right up-do for
the new open crown hats. Make an appointment today to have your hair styled in a new
Hair-do.

We feature Cold Waves — All permanents guaranteed.

DENTAL PLATES

Hair-cutting and shaping a specialty.
(Owned and operated by Vivian Baker Dean, and located

Up

over Sears Order Office.)

Is There A

PIMPLES
'

followed awnless.. upon
when they

Bedding Plants to be re-set
Hardy Ivy for Borders
Mixed Pots of blooming plants
Vases arranged with cut flowers
Cut Flowers all seasonable

IUSern and
ONLY
Ma up.
russet
lab isa

49

.MAL
,
173

DAWSON% DRUG 111TOIRa

New combs made of nylon can
be sterilized with boiling water,
will not burn when exposed to
open flame nor melt at extreme
temperatures.

Most every family has one of those butterfingered individuals known
as a "glassbreaker". Here's your chance to replenish your supply.
12 for 59¢

VENETIAN SANDWICH

MAKE

Kuttawa Springs
YOUR VACATION
Headquarters This Summer!

Memorial
Wreathes

IN YOUR FAMILY?

23c
lb. 21(
MARSHMALLOWS,
PORK & BEANS 20 oz. can 121(
TURNIP GREENS 18 oz. can 10ft
DEVIL HAM
3 oz. can 11(
lb.

CAKES,
PEAK

RED KEY

FANCY MID-MOUNTAIN

PURITAN

WEBSTERS TOMATO

18 oz. can 1 Oc

JUICE
I am now operating a modern, clean and
desirable BAR-B-Q stand in connection with my
Grocery Store in the center of the beautiful
grounds af.Kuttawa Springs.

Summer Colors

Select Yours Now!
Items to use with your flowers — Metal Bcskets — Vases — Greens
and Tr -Color Ribbon

I invite the people of Princeton and Caldwell County to visit me in this location. You
will be assured of the tastiest BAR-B-Q, sandwiches and other food here while you visit the
grounds.

SUNMAID

15 oz.

RAISINS

pkg.

15(

florist

12 oz. can 33(

TEXSUN GRAPEFRUIT

46 oz. can 29(

JUICE
FAULTLESS

10(
qt. 19(
LAUNDRY BLEACH
MOTOR OIL 2 gal. can $1.29

STARCH

lb. pkg.

CLOROX

PENN-CHAMP (tax inc.)

204)0 Mlle'Guarantee

SALT

2 lb.

pkg.

gusit quids and Ve9eia4Ied
KY. WONDER

lb.

POLE BEANS
IDAHO

10

15(

lb. 45(

FRESH GREEN

103-J

PREM LUNCH

STERLING

POTATOES

CABBAGE

A.H. Templeton

PABLUM BABY

FOOD small box 19¢ large 39(
MEAT

TENDER WHITE

ROASTING EARS

each

SMALL AND TENDER

YELLOW SQUASH
TEXAS SEEDLESS

lb.

5(

GRAPEFRUIT

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

103-W

RED IFIMINT
PHONE 3081

CASH 8; CARRY STORES
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